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TOOLS, TECHNIQUES & CREATIVITY

WE TEST
» PHASE ONE XF 100MP MEDIUM FORMAT CAMERA
» PHOTO BACKPACKS AND BAGS
» ESSENTIAL TOOLS FOR LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY

SPECIAL REPORT: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW WHEN SHOOTING YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

© Jim Harmer

PLUS
JIM HARMER’S LIGHTING 

SECRETS FOR TRAVEL PHOTOS

THE TRAVEL 
& LANDSCAPE 
PHOTOGRAPHY ISSUE
TIPS FROM THE PROS ON HOW TO CAPTURE 
STUNNING PHOTOS IN EXOTIC LOCALES
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Get 25% off  your fi rst order with Bay Photo Lab! 
For instructions on how to redeem this special off er, create a free 

account at bayphoto.com.

25%
OFF

Your First Order

Choose our Wood Prints to lend a warm, natural feel to your images, MetalPrints infused on aluminum for 

a vibrant, luminescent look or Acrylic Prints for a vivid, high-impact display. All options provide exceptional 

durability and image stability, for a gallery-worthy presentation that will last a lifetime. Available in a wide 

range of sizes, perfect for anything from small displays to large installations.

Display Your Images in Their Element

Learn more at bayphoto.com/wall-displays

Exceptional Images
Deserve an Exceptional Presentation



Quality. Service. Innovation.

We’re here for you!

Stunning Prints
on Natural Wood, High Defi nition Metal, or Vivid Acrylic

 

order.bayphoto
.co

m

Easy Web 
Ordering!

NEW!
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120fps Slow Motion

Create smooth slow motion effects 
recorded in HD at 50Mbps.
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  ON THE COVER

Lighting is what draws travel 
photographer Jim Harmer to a scene 
or subject. In fact, he admits that with 
landscapes he’s “really obsessive about the 
lighting,” as illustrated by our captivating 
cover shot of a cormorant fisherman. 
Harmer captured “White Beard,” one of 
the last traditional cormorant fishermen 
in the area, on the Li River just a little 
outside of Xingping, China. The stretch 
of river in which this photo was posed is 
only accessible by a bamboo raft. Harmer 
shot the image with a Nikon D750 and a 
24-70mm f/2.8 lens. To see how Harmer 
captures his illuminating travel images, 
be sure to read our interview with him on 
page 58.

© Taylor Gray

© Josh Miller Photography

© Blaine Harrington
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“We are massive fans 

of Exposure. It not only 

enhances our images 

creatively but speeds up 

RXU�ZRUNfl�RZ�” 

— RUSS JACKSON

Come see how much simpler digital photography can be.

Over the past 10 years we helped photographers develop styles based on beautiful 

analog processes. Now Exposure X also handles the practical side of a professional 

ZRUNfl�RZ��LQFOXGLQJ�OLJKWQLQJ�IDVW�SKRWR�RUJDQL]DWLRQ��:H�FRPSOHWHO\�HOLPLQDWHG�

IUXVWUDWLQJ�FRQFHSWV�OLNH�FDWDORJ�fi�OHV��7KDW�OHWV�\RX�QRQ�GHVWUXFWLYHO\�HGLW�5$:�LPDJHV�

without an import step and easily work on the same photos from multiple computers. 

TRY EXPOSURE FOR FREE. ALIENSKIN.COM
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EDITOR'S NOTES

COVERING THE WORLD
EVERY PRINT MAGAZINE begins with the cover. That’s something that just can’t be 

replicated in the digital world. Yes, there are digital magazines that come very close 

to looking like the print version—and we are very proud of the Digital Edition of 

Shutterbug for computers, tablets, and other mobile devices—but there’s nothing like 

getting an actual physical magazine, gazing at the cover, and turning the first page.

As you’ve probably guessed, we love showcasing great photography in Shutterbug 

and that always starts with the cover. In the not-so-distant past, we tended to 

feature photos of new gear—cameras, lenses, photo accessories, etc.—on the cover 

of Shutterbug but we’ve moved away from that model in the last few years. Our 

thinking now is that since readers can already find tons of photos of new gear online—

Shutterbug.com is a good place to start, by the way—let’s use the cover of the magazine 

as a canvas to spotlight an amazing image. As the saying goes, that ain’t rocket 

science!

Why am I mentioning all this? Because this month’s cover image by Jim Harmer 

of a cormorant fisherman in China is one of my favorites we’ve published. (Though, 

truth be told, I probably say this every month. Just ask our managing editor.) What 

moves me about Harmer’s image is not just its startling use of lighting, color, and 

composition, it’s that the photo tells a story. I had no idea what a cormorant fisherman 

was before I saw this shot but after looking at the image, I can imagine an entire tale 

around this guy and his birds. Even better, the dramatic lighting and dark mood lend 

an air of mystery to it, something that makes me want to dig deeper.

This is our Travel & Landscape Photography issue and Harmer’s striking cover 

shot is just one of many enchanting photos in this issue. Take the work of landscape 

photographer Taylor Gray in Barry Tanenbaum’s profile on page 74. Gray’s technically 

accomplished but emotionally engaging images of mountain ranges, valleys, bridges, 

and cow-filled plains are stunning and you’d likely never guess he’s a mere 17 years 

of age. And although Gray’s just a high school senior, he is keenly aware that he 

needs to blaze his own path in photography rather than imitating others. “I think 

it’s important to have some creative vision of your own; try to come up with your 

own thing,” he says. “It’s good to have some originality in your photography.” What’s 

next for Gray? He’s off to college where he plans to study photography and business 

because he understands that marketing is “very important in getting yourself out 

there.” I’d say this kid has his head screwed on straight.

Speaking of marketing, Maria Piscopo is back this month with her popular 

Business Trends column on page 50. In this edition, she interviews five travel 

photographers to see what it’s like to be a professional in this much desired field. The 

short answer is that while it’s an exciting and rewarding career, it is also extremely 

challenging. If you want to succeed, you’ve got to do more than just take great 

pictures of exotic locales. “The simplest advice is still very relevant: do a great job, 

return phone calls, underpromise and overdeliver, and never become complacent,” 

photographer Stephanie Hogue says in the column. “Always continue to learn and 

strive to be better.”

That’s great advice and if you’re interested in becoming a landscape photographer, 

Josh Miller has great advice of his own on what gear you’ll need in “8 Essential Tools 

for Landscape Photography” on page 68. Miller also has some helpful tips on how to 

photograph Yosemite National Park in our continuing Destination Travel feature on 

page 78.

Well, that’s it from me. Now turn the page and embark on another photo 

adventure.

Occasionally, our subscriber list is made available to reputable firms 
offering goods and services that we believe would be of interest to our 
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Image shot with the Olympus OM-D E-M1 and an M.Zuiko ED 40-150mm f2.8 PRO lens 

with MC-14 teleconverter by Olympus Visionary John Sterling Ruth.

MYTH:

Mirrorless cameras 

are slow to autofocus.

*As of February 5, 2015, on interchangeable lens cameras. According to Olympus comparison test based on CIPA standards,  

when used with M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-40mm f2.8 PRO lens at telephoto end, Single AF Target (single point at center), and IS off.

MIRRORLESS TRUTH: Nail every shot with an OM-D.

With the world’s shortest shooting lag time*, it’s easier than ever to capture a 

career-defining image. The Olympus OM-D E-M1 and E-M5 Mark II cameras  

are equipped with our advanced F.A.S.T. autofocus system. You get a blazing 

burst of speed to shoot challenging motion shots with unsurpassed richness 

and clarity. Combine all that speed with our acclaimed M.Zuiko PRO lenses, 

and you’ll soon be adding one amazing photo after another to your portfolio. 

Get Power. Get Portable. Get Olympus.
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CREATIVITY / PICTURE THIS!—READER’S ASSIGNMENT

TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY
WHAT MAKES A GREAT 

TRAVEL PHOTO? Many things, 

of course, but we’ve found 

the best images always tell 

some sort of story. For this 

assignment, we weren’t simply 

looking for pretty pictures from 

a vacation. Beautiful photos are 

all well and good but they’re 

a dime a dozen these days. 

Instead, we were seeking unique 

travel photos that included some 

interesting elements in the 

frame to give a sense of place or 

context. We wanted to imagine 

we were standing right beside 

the photographer, whether they 

were taking a photo on a dusty 

street in Marrakesh, or turning 

their camera toward a vast plain 

in Montana. While neither of 

those locales are featured in 

our 10 favorite images from 

readers, the places that are 

presented here look pretty 

awesome.
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NOVICE MONK AT HSINBYUME PAGODA, MINGUN, MYANMAR
Dee McMeekan shot this striking image with a Nikon D600 and a 24-70mm f/2.8 lens at ISO 400, f/11, 1/1000 second.

LUPINE FIESTA
“When spring becomes summer in Lake Tekapo, New Zealand,” Lee Cook writes in describing this shot. “A field of 
vibrancy comes to yield in the spectacular lupine display amongst the Southern Alps backdrop.” Cook captured the 
image with a Canon EOS 6D and a 70-200mm L-series lens at ISO 50, f/8, 1/30 second. 
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MONDAY MORNING, PUCHENSTUBEN, AUSTRIA
“Waking up in a gasthof on Monday morning and finding it raining, we sat in 
the window of our bedroom and shot photos of the street for an hour,” Betty 
A Joyce says. “This one was made with a Nikon F2 with a 105mm f/2.5 Nikkor 
lens on Ektachrome film, scanned in a Nikon LS4000 Super Coolscan, and 
processed with Adobe Photoshop and Piccure+ software.”

COPENHAGEN BICYCLE
“One of my favorite things to do is just walk through the streets with camera 
in hand looking for something to jump out at me,” Larry Anthony Pannell 
notes. “In Copenhagen I spotted a bright red bicycle against the cold gray 
stones of a building. What really made it jump out for me was the addition of 
the colorful ad just above it.” It was captured with a Canon EOS 60D and a 
Sigma 24-105mm lens at 24mm, 1/80 second, f/5.6, ISO 100.
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SINGER CASTLE
“On our first wedding anniversary, my husband and I visited Boldt Castle,” 
Mary Ann Wamboldt writes. “We returned on our seventh wedding 
anniversary to see the progress that had been made on the castle’s 
restoration but we also visited Singer Castle, something we had missed on 
our first visit. Singer Castle was as beautiful as we had hoped and when the 
tour made its way around the back of the castle I took this photo. Out of all 
the photos I took that day this was my favorite because it really showcased 
the beauty of the great dining hall. I hope to visit again and explore the 
castle’s secret passageways, something Singer is well known for.” The photo 
was shot with a Nikon D7100.
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LONE FISHERMAN ON THE BEACH
“Naturally my camera goes along on business trips,” David Hollenback 
explains. “This time the trip was to Southern California, staying in 
Huntington Beach. The sky was mostly cloudy, but as the sun got lower the 
clouds cleared on the horizon and the sun popped through, setting the 
whole sky on fire.” It was shot with a Nikon D750 and a Nikkor 24-120mm f/4 
lens at 1/125 second, f/5.6, ISO 1600.
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CREATIVITY / PICTURE THIS!—READER’S ASSIGNMENT

HEADING TO THE MARKET
Dorte Verner captured this beautiful portrait of a Red Dao tribal 
woman on the way to the market in Northern Vietnam. Verner 
used a Nikon D800 and a 24-70mm f/2.8 lens at f/2.8, 70mm, ISO 
400, 1/1000 second.
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NATIVE AMERICAN POWWOW
“I attended an advertised Native American Festival in Brooksville, Florida, to see the 
native dance competitions,” Emilio Vergara says of the story behind this photo. “This 
fellow was not Native American but from Mexico and was dressed in celebration attire 
associated with pre-Mexican native cultures.” The image was shot with a Nikon D7100 
with the lens at 195mm, f/8, ISO 400, 1/2000 second.
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FOOTPRINTS
“I feel this photo I took upon arriving, and beginning to climb the 
dunes, at the Great Sand Dunes National Park in Colorado tells of 
the others who climbed the dunes ahead of us that day,” Katherine 
Plessner writes. She captured it using a Sony A65 and an 18mm 
lens at 1/400 second, f/3.5, ISO 100.
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FOGGY STREET IN 
SAN MARINO, ITALY
“Fog always adds 
mystery and 
intrigue to almost 
any photo, 
especially when the 
scene is an unusual 
one like this early 
morning scene in 
San Marino, Italy,” 
Bob Oehlman 
writes. “It pays to 
get up early when 
traveling, even 
when the weather is 
not sunny.” He shot 
the image with a 
Nikon D800 and a 
Nikkor 28-300mm 
lens at 1/180 
second, f/6.7.





WANT TO SEE IMAGES SELECTED FOR PAST PICTURE THIS! ASSIGNMENTS? 
Go to Shutterbug.com and click on Picture This! in the “Features” menu at the top of the homepage.

1. Go to Shutterbug.com and register. Scroll down the page and on the right side you will see a box 
for entering your username and your password. If you already have registered and/or submitted 
images for the Galleries you can skip this step. Respond to the activation e-mail. Registration is 
free. You will use your username and password whenever you visit or, with some systems, it will 
automatically load for you when you visit Shutterbug.com.

2. Check the assignment and closing dates in the magazine. When the magazine is printed we will 
create an appropriate gallery for your images.

3. Select and prepare your images. We only accept files at a maximum 2MB size, JPEG format. Save the 
JPEG at a quality level of 10 or higher. Note that file size in your image folder directory will determine 
upload size, not the “opened” file size, as JPEG compresses at 1:4 at higher quality ratings. If your 
images do not load it probably means you have exceeded the file size or have not used JPEG format.

4. Click on the Galleries tab on the homepage. In the Category section use the drop-down menu 
to select the Picture This! assignment. Note that images are simultaneously loaded into the 
assignment category as well as your own personal gallery. When the Picture This! assignment 
deadline date has lapsed the assignment gallery will be removed, but your image will still reside in 
your own gallery.

5. In the Description box add title, camera, lens, exposure information, and your full name. Also add 
any other comments or anecdotes you think relevant. We reserve the right to edit comments as 
needed.

6. Click the Save button at the bottom of the page to upload the image.
7. You retain copyright on the image.
8. We will choose the images after close of the due date.
9. Please feel free to comment on images submitted by other readers.

PLEASE NOTE: If the photograph includes a minor or a recognizable individual or group you are 
guaranteeing that you have a signed model release form, and especially a parental or guardian release 
form for minors. You should keep a copy of that release in your files. Scan that release and keep it handy. 
If an image is chosen for publication, failure to provide a form when requested will eliminate the image 
from consideration. You can find release forms at http://asmp.org/tutorials/model-release-minor-child.
html and other resources on the Internet. By uploading images you attest that the model release form is 
valid, that any depiction of a person is with their consent, that you have a model release form available on 
request, and that all images you submit have been made by you.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION: June 1, 2016. Images will appear in our September 2016 issue.
OUR NEXT TOPIC: The Power of B&W
DEADLINE: July 1, 2016 PUBLICATION DATE: October 2016

PLEASE NOTE: By submitting you agree to give us the right to show the image(s) on the web and for 
publication. You give us publication rights in the magazine and on the website(s) of TEN: The Enthusiast 
Network, LLC.
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CREATIVITY / PICTURE THIS!—OUR NEXT ASSIGNMENT

DAZZLING COLOR 
While it’s true that black-and-white 

photography presents a classic look that 

will likely never go out of style, if you want 

to create an immediate impression with 

an image, some stunning color certainly 

doesn’t hurt. This assignment is wide 

open: show us images of any subject you’d 

like as long as it has dazzling color in it. 

Photos could include everything from 

landscapes to still lifes to portraits or 

action shots. The only rule is don’t give 

us dazzling color just for dazzling color’s 

sake. Make sure it enhances the subject to 

produce maximum impact. n

BRIGHT RED

I captured this 
kinetic image with 
an Olympus E-3 
DSLR during a 
model shoot 
backstage at New 
York Fashion Week 
in 2006. To 
accentuate the 
color in the photo,  
I ran it through the 
Cross Processing 
filter in Nik’s Color 
Efex Pro afterward, 
which gave the 
backdrop a 
greenish hue and pumped up the overall 
saturation. In particular, I like that the bright red 
glow of the model’s dress and her shiny lipstick 
give this fun photo some extra pop. It was shot at 
1/125 second, f/11, ISO 250.
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  All Controlled with one fi nger
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FIRE DOWN BELOW
IN THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME, BILL HATCHER CAPTURES 
A DRAMATIC AERIAL SHOT  By Barry Tanenbaum

shot from his ground-level position. That, 

and the help he got from his gear: dialing 

in the DX crop setting on his Nikon D810 

effectively gave his 400mm focal length 

a 600mm equivalent angle of view, and 

his image the dramatic immediacy of the 

moment.

The “bombing run” was successful. The 

fire was kept from crossing the road, and it 

was eventually brought under control.

Hatcher’s specialty is adventure and 

outdoor photography. Often his work is 

concerned with environmental issues, and 

he was quick to share the environmental 

rescue captured in this eyewitness image.

“The photo was at my Instagram site 

within minutes of shooting,” he says. “I 

have rock climbers and other outdoor 

BILL HATCHER WAS NEAR the park 

entrance when a wildfire forced the 

closing of Tioga Pass road into Yosemite 

National Park last summer. “The fire 

was threatening to cross the road into 

Yosemite,” he says, “and helicopters and 

tankers were being sent out on kind of a 

bombing run to cut the fire off.”

Hatcher had been photographing 

at Yosemite two weeks prior and had 

returned on this day. “It was just a ‘being 

there’ moment,” he says. “They’d been 

working on the fire for a few days, but now 

it was moving toward the road. It took the 

air tanker four tries to line up to drop the 

retardant, and on each pass the plane got 

lower and lower.”

Which is how he was able to make the 

TECH TALK: Bill Hatcher took the Yosemite firefighting 
image with a Nikon D810 and an AF-S Nikkor 
80-400mm f/4.5-5.6G ED VR. The camera settings 
were 1/800 second, f/9, ISO 200, aperture priority, and 
center-weighted metering.

people looking at my site. Some friends of 

mine were showing up in a few days, and 

I’d been in touch with a park ranger I knew 

at Yosemite. He was probably on the other 

side of the road closure, so I wanted to 

show him something he couldn’t see from 

his position. It was like using Instagram 

like a Twitter account.” n

Portfolios of Bill Hatcher’s images are 

featured at his website, billhatcher.com. 

You can view his Instagram photos at 

instagram.com/bhatcherphoto.
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 When these two Bedouin boys in the Siq, the 
narrow gorge that leads to the archaeological 
park in Petra, Jordan, did a bit of clowning, I got a 
few shots in a few seconds. Sometimes 
spontaneity counts as much as observation.
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LIVE, LEARN, SHOOT
WINNING A PHOTO CONTEST PAYS AN UNEXPECTED  
DIVIDEND  By Blaine Harrington

I not only got their attention, I took 

first prize—an all-expense-paid, 10-day 

photo tour in Jordan for me and my wife, 

Maureen. I’d been to Jordan three years 

prior, so I knew there’d be lots of photo 

opportunities to explore. Added benefits 

were access to great sites and locations and 

the joy of having someone else make all the 

NOT TOO LONG AGO I entered a PhotoShelter contest that called for entrants to submit 

a single photo they deemed their best travel image. I didn’t know if the one I sent was 

in fact my best, but I was certain it would get the judges’ attention. If you’re a regular 

reader, you might have seen it featured in my column in the November, 2014, issue: the 

image of trucks, sheep, and goats held up by a landslide in the Zojila Pass in Kashmir, 

India. (If you haven’t seen it, search “asia_04858” at my website.)

complicated arrangements for that access.

On the trip with us were two tour 

leaders, two guides, and four photo 

enthusiasts who’d signed up. The tour 

leaders basically led us to photogenic 

locations and provided advice and 

suggestions when asked.

I came home with photographs I’m 

very happy with, and some unexpected 

knowledge. By noticing how the tour 

was conducted and how the other 

photographers responded to the 

opportunity, I was able to evaluate and 

appreciate the working methods and 

attitudes I’ve naturally developed over the 

years, and that now I take for granted.

The tour wasn’t a workshop, but it sure 

was a learning experience.

LOOK FOR PICTURES

I noticed right away that I did things 

differently. In Amman, for example, 

the tour leaders were taking us to a 

destination at the end of a long boulevard. 

I was finding subjects along the way—after 

all, what’s the point of walking through 

a city and not looking for pictures? The 

others were not into street shooting or 

people photography. For that matter, they 

seemed not to be into observing anything 

at all. I realized, with some surprise, that 

not everyone shoots what’s there to shoot; 

not everyone explores on the way to a 

destination.

And when they got to the destination, it 

was basically one or two shots and then on 

to the next location. Which is not the way I 

work. I take a lot of images. I take pictures 

in sequences and at different focal lengths. 

I shoot verticals and horizontals. Simply, 

I aim to tell the story of a place, and on 

this trip the story was: what makes Jordan 

Jordan?

Noticing that the other photographers 

didn’t deviate from the planned itinerary 

made me realize that often people are 

so destination driven they don’t take 

advantage of what they can see and 

capture along the way. There are things 

they do, or don’t do, that actually limit or 

preclude photo opportunities.

A vendor at the archeological park in Petra in a 
close-up that’s typical of the people pictures I 
look for. If someone doesn’t want to be 
photographed, I never intrude or push, but I 
always look for the people who are amenable. 
And if you look, you find.
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Gear as well as attitude plays a part 

in this. Not so much when it comes to 

cameras and lenses, but accessories—

tripods, for instance. I use one—not a lot, 

but when necessary. What I saw on this 

tour was photographers so often tethered 

to their tripods that they were not able 

to take advantage of what was happening 

I was shooting as the tour group made its way to a destination down the street in Amman. When 
these women came up to me and smiled, of course I took their picture. As no one else in the group 
seemed to even notice them, I couldn’t help thinking, Isn’t this a photo tour?

all around them. It seemed too much 

trouble, or not at all possible, to move 

their tripods or to release their cameras 

from them.

And then there’s flash. I never saw one 

of the other photographers use it; it was 

natural light or nothing. I can understand 

that some prefer not to carry extra gear, 

but you miss so many possibilities—not 

only shots that can be made because of 

flash, but images that can be improved by 

its use.

BE A PEOPLE PHOTOGRAPHER

There are areas of the world in which 

people are not generally known for being 

super friendly about having their pictures 

taken. I understand that, and I respect 

it, but that doesn’t mean I’m not alert to 

opportunity.

I’ve found there always will be people 

who at least don’t object, and at best make 

it obvious they’d like their pictures taken. 

On the tour the others did not seem to 

know or notice that people in Jordan were 

very friendly, and the opportunities for 

people pictures were plentiful.

I realized as I was taking people 

pictures that many photographers don’t 

cross over. They may be wildlife shooters 

or landscape shooters or sports shooters, 

and that’s it. That’s their decision and it’s 

okay. But this was a photo tour for travel 

photographers, and the others weren’t 

really taking advantage of the possibilities, 

perhaps because the tour leaders were not 

people photographers, and the others were 

following their lead.
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A Bedouin man and his camels in the Arabian 
Desert at Wadi Rum. I took this fill-flash image 
when we stopped to photograph a monument. I 
shot the monument, but unlike the others on the 
tour I noticed and photographed a subject 
beyond the one that brought us to the area.

BE CURIOUS

What I mostly saw in the other 

photographers was a lack of curiosity and 

spontaneity, both of which I encourage 

when I lead photo treks and workshops, 

and both of which are second nature to me. 

Photographers aren’t there only for the 

experience of being there. They don’t hang 

around waiting to notice what someone 

else points out to them.

I began to categorize incidents and 

events on the tour under “destination 

versus exploration” or “checklist versus 

discovery” headings. For me travel 

photography isn’t a series of destinations 

or checklists; it’s an adventure, an ongoing 

discovery. Preparation can be tedious, the 

travel tough, and plans disrupted by bad 

luck or bad weather. But photography itself 

is never, “Here’s the great twilight shot…

got it…check it off the list…move on.”

I look at the scene and explore the 

possibilities to find other ways to tell the 

story. When I get to the point of actually 

being able to make pictures, I take full 

advantage, and I make the most of those 

moments. An unexpected bonus of 

winning the contest was confirmation 

of my methods and the determination to 

exploit what comes naturally. n

A selection of Blaine Harrington’s images, 

including the photo that won him the trip 

to Jordan, can be viewed at his website, 

blaineharrington.com.

I needed my tripod to get this 30-second exposure 
of the Greco-Roman ruins on Colonnaded Street in 
Jerash. I also walked into the night scene during 
the exposure for some LED light painting of the 
street and arches as the long exposure picked up 
the glow of the city in the distance.

On two nights each week tourists are treated to a 
candlelit ceremony at the Treasury monument 
site in Petra. I took this 30-second exposure as 
the candles were being placed as I didn’t want to 
waste the opportunity for good photos by 
waiting, as the others were, for the candle setup 
to be complete.
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TOOLS / ASK A PRO

Editor’s Note: Ask a Pro is a Q&A column from professional photographer, writer, and educator Scott 

Kelby. Scott is here to answer all your photography-related questions, so if you have something you’d 

like to know, e-mail him at editorial@shutterbug.com (with “For Scott Kelby” as the subject line) and 

your query could be featured in the next edition of Ask a Pro.

Scott Kelby is a photographer, Photoshop Guy, award-winning author of more than 

50 books, and CEO of KelbyOne, an online education community dedicated to helping 

photographers take the kinds of images they’ve always dreamed of. You can learn more 

about Scott at his daily blog (scottkelby.com), or follow him on Twitter: @scottkelby.

and look at the text inside your viewfinder 

(where it shows the f/stop, shutter speed, 

ISO, stuff like that) and move that dial until 

the text you see inside is razor sharp, and 

you’re all set. Once you’ve done that, if im-

ages still look blurry, then it’s either time to 

send your camera in for service or visit an 

optometrist.

 I shoot a lot of high school sports. 

In some situations that means poor 

lighting. This in turn requires a high 

ISO. The result is noise. Lots of it. 

In the past I have used stand-alone 

noise reduction software which has 

done a fair job but I’m now ready to 

update to something current. With 

so many choices out there, could you 

recommend one?

 I’ve used lots of different plug-ins over the 

years, but I stopped using them altogether 

once Lightroom added built-in noise reduc-

tion that you can apply to the image while 

it’s still in its Raw state, and it works really, 

really well. It’s hands-down my favorite, and 

it’s built right in. That being said, if I do use 

noise reduction at all, I only use it on the 

areas that really need it—usually dark areas. 

In the case of “Friday Night Lights” like you’re 

doing, you probably need it in the black sky, 

where you see a lot of noise against a flat 

black area (noise is prevalent in the shadow 

areas). In that case, rather than using noise 

reduction on the entire image, which blurs 

the image a bit to hide the noise, I use 

Lightroom’s Adjustment Brush tool. I set all 

the settings to zero except I drag the Noise 

amount to the right. Then I paint over only 

the areas that have a lot of noise (like the 

black sky, for example). After you paint, you 

can tweak the exact amount of noise reduc-

tion by raising or lowering that slider. Give 

that a try—now you’re reducing noise in key 

areas rather than blurring the entire image 

just to hide noise. n

 I can’t seem to get exposure 

compensation to work on my camera. 

I shoot in Manual mode on a Canon 

EOS 5D Mark III. Am I doing something 

wrong or is there a setting I need to 

change?

 You aren’t doing anything wrong. It’s just 

that in most cameras, including the 5D 

Mark III, when you shoot in Manual mode 

it doesn’t support exposure compensa-

tion. You’re choosing the exposure yourself, 

manually, so there’s nothing to compensate 

for—if you don’t like the exposure you chose, 

you can just change it. Exposure compensa-

tion is for shooting in modes like aperture 

priority where the camera chooses the 

exposure based on the f/stop you chose. 

If you don’t agree with the exposure the 

camera created with your f/stop choice, then 

you can “override” that choice, making the 

exposure brighter or darker, using exposure 

compensation. When you shoot in Manual 

mode that’s not necessary because the cam-

era isn’t choosing anything—you are.

 I was visiting a friend’s studio and he 

was shooting tethered into Lightroom, 

but I noticed that his images were 

writing to his memory card at the same 

time. When I shoot tethered, it doesn’t 

write to the memory card at all. How do 

you turn that feature on?

 Unfortunately, this has to do with how 

the brand of camera operates for tethering. 

More specifically, how the tethering code 

which is provided by the camera manufac-

turer to Adobe operates. For example, when 

you tether a Canon camera to Lightroom, it 

automatically writes to the memory card as 

well as sending a copy to Lightroom. That’s 

just how it works. However, when you tether 

a Nikon to Lightroom, it only sends the im-

age to Lightroom, and doesn’t write to the 

memory card (well, at least I haven’t seen 

one that does).

 What does a magnification of .95 or 

any other numbers mean and how is it 

calculated?

 I’m thinking what you’re referring to here 

is viewfinder magnification, or rather view-

finder coverage, and that number refers to 

a percentage. So, if you see a camera manu-

facturer saying that their viewfinder has 

95 percent coverage, that means the scene 

you’re seeing in your viewfinder is actually a 

little smaller (5 percent smaller in this case) 

than the actual final image will be. In short, 

5 percent of the outer edges are cut off 

when you’re looking through the viewfinder 

versus when you look at the image on your 

computer—you’ll see a little bit more (5 per-

cent more) of the scene captured all the way 

around. A 100 percent coverage is preferred 

because what you’re seeing in the frame in 

your viewfinder is the same as what’s been 

captured to your image file.

 When I look through my viewfinder 

the images don’t look really sharp. Is 

there something on the inside of my 

camera that needs to be cleaned?

 Chances are you need to adjust the diop-

ter to your eyes, which is kind of like a “focus 

knob” for your viewfinder. However, there’s a 

trick to how to get this right on the money 

that you’ll want to know. First, look for a tiny 

dial or knob right near the viewfinder itself. 

It is usually on the right side of the view-

finder; check your manual for location and 

how to adjust it. (Tip: Download a free PDF 

of your camera manual online—just Google 

it.) Then, put your eye to the viewfinder 

By Scott Kelby
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GOT QUESTIONS ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHY? PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER 
AND PHOTOSHOP EXPERT SCOTT KELBY HAS GOT ANSWERS.

"I've used lots of different 
plug-ins over the years, 
but I stopped using 
them altogether once 
Lightroom added built-in 
noise reduction that  
you can apply to the 
image while it's still in  
its Raw state, and it 
works really, really well."
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TOOLS / TECHNICALLY SPEAKING

THERE ARE SOME PROBLEMS that only brute force can solve.

Here’s an example—a problem that’s been tormenting photographers since Mathew 

Brady was knee-high to a field cannon: the limited view of most images. Just about 

everyone has occasionally felt cramped by the confines of the traditional three-to-two 

aspect ratio set by 35mm film and its digital descendants.

Editor’s Note: Technically Speaking is a new column by astronomer Seth Shostak that will explore and 

explain the science of photography. In this inaugural piece for our Travel & Landscape issue, Shostak 

looks at the technology behind panoramic stitching software.

HOW PANORAMIC STITCHING 
SOFTWARE WORKS
THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND THIS ULTRA-WIDE-ANGLE TOOL

The straightforward response to 

this compositional claustrophobia is to 

shoot panoramas, pictures that can have 

an unlimited ratio either horizontally 

or vertically. You know: that iconic 

180-degree view of the Manhattan skyline. 

Well, panoramas are easy to wish for, 

but, until recently, were not easy to get. To 

shoot high-quality panos often required 

special cameras that could rotate their 

lens while simultaneously advancing an 

aperture slit across a curved film plane.

But in the digital age, when pictures 

are no more than numbers, the non-trivial 

problem of stitching together an array of 

individual photos into a pano can be solved 

by throwing a lot of compute power against 

it—either in the camera or in your laptop. 

Today’s very fast processors have turned 

a formerly intractable challenge into one 

that can be almost brainlessly solved by 

tyros. For many stitching programs, little 

more is required than to type in a list of 

photos and click the mouse.

So how do they work?

In fact, they imitate what you would 

do if you were shuffling a bunch of 

overlapping transparencies on a light 

table, trying to combine them into a 

bigger composite photo. You would look 

for features near edges that were common 

to two of the transparencies, and then 

line those features up by sliding and 

rotating the photos. Once two images were 

overlapped, you’d move on to the third.

Of course your eyes and brain are 

pretty good at recognizing the common 

features in overlapping imagery. Software, 

on the other hand, is dumb: It has no clue 

about pictorial content. But despite their 

low IQ scores, computers are fast. They 

can use brute-force computation to find 

distinctive features common to pairs of 

pictures you’re trying to combine. These 

are known as control points, and include 

such things as exceptionally bright pixels, 

edges, and corners.

Your photos typically have tens of 

millions of pixels each, so sorting through 

all of them to look for distinctive features 

requires hundreds of millions of individual 

computations. That would be a bore and 

a chore for humans, but not for today’s 

microprocessors, which can usually do the 

work in seconds.

Stitching software does more than 

simply overlap multiple images. It can also 

straighten out perspective effects and lens 

distortions by stretching and squeezing 

each image to make for a better fit to the 

control points. It can also correct for 

vignetting—the darkening of individual 

images in the corners caused by a variety 

of gremlins. Vignetting is seldom offensive 

for single photos, but in a pano will cause 

dark seams where the images are joined.

Finally, stitchers can adjust the final 

pano to whatever geometric projection you 

prefer. You might not know that you prefer 

any geometric projection, but in fact you 

do. The choice here is akin to that faced by 

map makers who have to transcribe the 

reality of a round Earth onto a flat piece of 

paper. You can choose a kind of spherical 

projection, but more often, you’re likely to 

prefer a cylindrical projection in which all 

vertical lines remain upright and parallel.

While you might be intimidated about 

mastering yet another interface and set of 

tools, stitching software often has a mode 

that will construct an impressive pano 

with very little expertise or effort. I wager 

that once you’ve seen the big picture, you’ll 

be tempted to fill up whatever free wall 

space remains with some stunning panos.

(Note: The author wishes to thank 

Joost Nieuwenhuijse of PTGui stitching 

software for helpful comments.) n

Seth Shostak is an astronomer at the SETI 

Institute who thinks photography is one of 

humanity’s greatest inventions. His photos 

have been used in countless magazines and 

newspapers, and he occasionally tries to 

impress folks by noting that he built his first 

darkroom at age 11. You can find him on 

both Facebook and Twitter.

By Seth Shostak

Made from about a dozen vertical format shots with a Nikon D800 and a 24mm lens at f/4 with exposure times of 25 seconds, at ISO 3200.





Camera bags are as much luggage as they are 
photographic gear and when traveling I prefer to 
travel as light as possible. That’s one of the 
reasons that I like Think Tank Photo’s Speed Freak 
V2.0 for urban travel. It works just as well for my 
APS-C-sized SLRs as my mirrorless cameras. 
MindShift Gear (see column) was founded by the 
creators of Think Tank Photo.
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“What do you get a photographer that has everything? A bag to put it in.”—Old joke

WHEN A PHOTOGRAPHER LEAVES the studio to go on location, they need to start 

packing. It doesn’t matter whether you’re slinging gear into a Range Rover or a baggage 

handler is stuffing it inside an Airbus, you need tough, dependable bags and cases that are 

up to the job. How do you pick the bags and cases that hold your equipment? Like green 

bags? Prefer anonymous bags? Want a hard case? What about wheels? The answer to 

these questions and more are found in this month’s installment of “One Case to Schlep.”

To paraphrase Shakespeare, “there 

are more camera bags in heaven and 

earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in 

your philosophy.” To find products for 

Geared Up, I attend trade shows and solicit 

suggestions from readers and colleagues. 

That’s why the following are not just my 

favorites but include those from other 

Shutterbug writers and staff.

TRAVELING LIGHT

Weight is always an issue for the 

backpacking photographer, so lightening 

the load is a great idea. MindShift Gear’s 

UltraLight series includes the Sprint 16L 

($119), Dual 25L ($169), and Dual 36L 

($199) packs that have side-panel designs 

to provide easy access to cameras, lenses, 

and accessories without removing the 

PACKING IT IN
MY FAVORITE BAGS AND BACKPACKS FOR TRAVEL  
PHOTOGRAPHY By Joe Farace

bag. The packs have zippered storage for 

personal belongings, a hydration reservoir, 

an integrated tripod mounting system, 

and “breathable” shoulder straps. The 

Dual 25L and Dual 36L have a removable 

camera compartment with a shoulder 

strap allowing it to be worn separately. 

All exterior fabric has a water-repellent 

coating with a polyurethane-coated 

underside. The backpacks use YKK Fuse 

zippers, 100D nylon shadow rip-stop, 

420D high-density nylon, 210D velocity 

nylon, 320G UltraStretch mesh, and a 

nylon webbing that’s stitched together 

with three-ply bonded nylon thread. If you 

don’t think thread is important, you’ve 

never had a backpack fall apart because of 

inferior thread. I have. Interiors use 200D 

polyester, high-density closed-cell foam, 

and that three-ply bonded nylon thread.

Who’s It For: The UltraLight Dual 36L 

is for full-sized digital SLRs shooters; 

the Dual 25L is for photographers using 

standard SLRs and larger mirrorless 

bodies, like my Panasonic Lumix GH4; and 

the Sprint 16L is for shooters of compact 

SLRs or mirrorless cameras.

Why I Like It: The heaviest bag weighs 3.3 

pounds, the lightest is 1.9 pounds, and they 

look sharp, too.
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Clik Elite’s Pro Elite is a heavy-duty 

but affordable ($119) pack that holds two 

digital SLRs, seven to eight lenses, and 

a laptop. It’s made from water-resistant 

Cordura nylon and has a rainfly to offer 

protection from wet weather. The pack 

accommodates a tripod within its own 



sleeve and centered on its back. Inside 

there are dividers and lens cradles 

to organize your equipment. There’s 

room within its top and side pockets for 

batteries, cables, and memory. The lid 

holds accessories, without having to open 

up the pack. The shoulder harness is 

adjustable and has a chest strap for extra 

stability. There’s also a padded waist belt if 

you like that sort of thing.

Who’s It For: Outdoor photographers who 

want a useful backpack without having to 

mortgage the farm.

Why I Like It: Shoulder straps are a bag’s 

most overlooked feature and many look 

good but how well do they stay on your 

shoulder when the case is loaded? Clik 

Elite has that covered.

NEW DESIGNS

Manfrotto’s Pro Light RedBee-210 

Backpack ($179) can hold two camera bodies 

and a 400mm lens. Because of a flexible 

internal divider and rear access, you can 

configure gear in a way that works best for 

you. Underneath the rear lid is a padded 

laptop sleeve and numerous pockets for 

doodads. A zippered mesh system, attached 

to the back panel, keeps camera gear 

separate from laptops, tablets, and other 

gizmos. The RedBee-210 Backpack provides 

multiple access options: For quick-draw 

shooters there is side access but there’s top 

access, too, along with a chest connector and 

a quick-release waist belt. Made from rip-

stop nylon, the pack has an external tripod 

connection and a rain cover.

Who’s It For: Shooters looking for a 

clever and well-crafted pack that kicks 

traditional photo backpack design up a 

notch.

Why I Like It: The Manfrotto bags I’ve 

seen in the past were beautifully tailored 

and this looks that way as well.

Call for your free Catalog Today: 800-666-2545

Or visit us on-line at: www.superspec.com
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Mountainsmith’s Descent Camera 

Sling Pack ($79) features a clamshell 

design that lets you swing the pack around 

to the front to access a digital SLR with a 

lens attached, a 70-200mm f/2.8 lens plus 

two other lenses and accessories. Gear 

rests between padded interior dividers 

inside a padded main compartment. The 

Descent can hold an iPad mini or similar-

sized tablet inside a slip pocket within a 

zippered pouch. For small accessories, 

the front zippered pouch has an interior 

organizer with pen slots and a key leash. 

There’s a padded, adjustable left shoulder 

sling strap and a quick-release strap along 

with three (count ’em) padded handles, on 

the top, side, and at the base. The pack has 

a removable rain cover and two interior 

mesh pockets with red and green zippers 

for separating used and new batteries.

Who’s It For: Outdoor photographers who 

need an affordable daypack for short hikes.

Why I Like It: I like the color-coded 

zippers; too bad others don’t copy this idea.

GOING APE

I remember Ape cases from a long time 

ago (in Internet years) and still have a 

small case used to hold automotive tools 

when competing at the track. The Ape 

Case ACPRO3000 Maxess DSLR Backpack 

($114) has two compartments and their 

hi-vis yellow interior makes it easy to 

find stuff inside. Padded dividers let you 

customize the backpack to accommodate 

gear, including one or two camera bodies, 

three to four lenses, and a speedlight, with 

room for additional equipment in a bottom 

zippered compartment. A front zippered 

pocket can hold a tablet or slim notebook 

and there’s a side pocket for small 

accessories like batteries, memory cards, 

and a phone. You get to your gear through 

side or bottom back access or through 

the top. Zippers have large loop pulls for 

one-hand operation. Straps feature loops 

and d-rings for a monopod or tripod, a 

water bottle, and a flashlight. A built-in 

retractable any-weather cover is stored in 

a bottom pocket.

Who’s It For: Bargain-hunting 

backpacking photographers who clearly 

want style and value.

Why I Like It: It’s hard to find a better-

made backpack for the money and the 

yellow interior is a big plus. Cases with 

black or blah interior fabric are so last 

millennium.



DOUBLE-SIDED

SOLID COLOR

INTRODUCING

TWISTFLEX
™

BACKDROPS
The ultimate double-sided, compact, portable, pop-up 

style backdrop is now available in many solid colors.

DTM-WCG

WHITE AND CHARCOAL GRAY

Julie Newell Photography

www.dennymfg.com  |  1.800.844.5616

3 day turnaround.
No minimum order required.

WHOLESALE CANVAS

GALLERY WRAPS
www.photonovelty.com  |  1.800.844.5616 ext. 714

• Stretched on 1.5” bars

• Perfect corners

• Highest quality canvas & inks

• Arrives ready to hang

MANY SIZES AVAILABLE - 5”x7” up to 40”x60”

FREE 16x20 Gallery Wrap
with first purchase. Use code: SBUG810

$1099PRICES AS 
LOW AS

$9995
PRICES AS LOW AS
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THE CLASSICS

While camera bag fads come and go, the 

classic simplicity of Jim Domke’s designs 

are timeless. I remember taking one of his 

first series of bags to photokina 1978 and 

that bag, like its successors, lasted a long 

time and remains one of the standards by 

which shoulder bags are measured. And 

like Star Trek, we are now into the Next 

Generation. (Original Heritage designs 

remain in the lineup.) The Crosstown 

Courier ($169), aka grandchild of the 

classic F-5XB, is part of the Metro Series 

of satchels, courier, and messenger bags. 

It’s available in Cordura or RuggedWare, 

which is a cotton-based fabric 

impregnated with natural waxes and oils 

to resist inclement weather 

but lets the fabric breathe. 

The main compartment has 

a customizable insert that 

holds a digital SLR with a 

lens, an additional lens or 

speedlight, and is accessible 

via a dual zipper at the top. 

It also accommodates a 9.7-

inch tablet inside a padded, 

zippered sleeve underneath 

the front flap.

Who’s It For: Traditional-

minded photographers 

who value understated looks, rugged 

construction, and simplicity of operation.

Why I Like It: The RuggedWare bag looks 

anonymous and amazing all at the same 

time, especially in black.

Billingham takes the classic shoulder 

bag and constructs it using build standards 

that value ruggedness and beauty over 

cutting corners to hit a price point. Their 

Hadley Pro Shoulder Bag ($259) holds a 

digital SLR with an attached lens, such as a 

70-200mm f/2.8, and a speedlight between 

padded, touch-fastened dividers within 

a removable camera insert. The bag has 

dual expandable slip pockets at the front 

and a rear zippered pocket for accessories. 

The top front features a rain flap that’s 

secured by hand-finished leather straps. 

You can carry the bag using the adjustable 

shoulder strap or a top grip handle. A row 

of brass studs lets you increase or reduce 

each front pocket’s capacity and provides 

a convenient place to store Sharpies. An 

interior divider atop the camera insert 

protects gear from rain or snow.

Who’s It For: Traditional photographers 

who want impeccable build quality and 

understated and unmistakably British 

style.

Why I Like It: Built to a standard, not 

a price point. Rugged yet elegant. If 

Domke is the Land Rover of camera bags, 

Billingham is the Bentley.



For over 25 years, The Great Courses has brought 
the world’s foremost educators to millions who 
want to go deeper into the subjects that matter 
most. No exams. No homework. Just a world of 
knowledge available anytime, anywhere. Download 
or stream to your laptop or PC, or use our free 
mobile apps for iPad, iPhone, or Android. Over 550 
courses available at www.TheGreatCourses.com.

How to Draw

Taught by Professor David Brody
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

LECTURE TITLES

1. An Introduction to Drawing

2. Drawing Materials for Line

3. Drawing Fundamentals and First Exercises

4. Line and Shape: Line and Aggregate Shape

5. Line and Shape: Volume and Figure-Ground

6. Line and Shape: Positive and Negative Shape

7. Composition: The Format and Its Armature

8. Composition: How Artists Compose

9. Line and Shape: Line Attributes and Gesture

10. Composition: Shape and Advanced Strategies

11. Proportion: Alberti’s Velo

12. Proportion: Accurate Proportion and Measure

13. Creating Volume and Illusionistic Space

14. Six Complex Drawing Projects

15. Linear Perspective: Introduction

16. Linear Perspective: The Quad

17. Linear Perspective: The Gridded Room

18. Linear Perspective: Ellipses and Pattern

19. Linear Perspective: Advanced Topics

20. Value: How Artists Use Value

21. Value: Drawing Materials for Value

22. Value: Black and White and a Value Scale

23. Value: Eight Complex Drawing Projects

24. Value: Side Light and Cast Shadow

25. Value: Oblique Light and Cast Shadow

26. Texture: Mark Making and Optical Value

27. Texture: How Artists Use Texture

28. Color: Color Theory and Color and Light

29. Color: How Artists Use Color

30. Color: Color Drawing Projects

31. The Figure: A Canon of Proportions

32. The Figure: The Head, Hands, and Feet

33. The Figure: Artistic Anatomy

34. The Figure: Drawing Projects

35. Advanced Concepts: Pictorial Space

36. Advanced Drawing Projects

SAVE $270

How to Draw
Course no. 7770 | 36 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

Uncover Your Hidden 
Talent for Drawing 
Like reading and writing, drawing is a fundamental life skill. Once an 
integral part of a traditional education, knowledge of drawing deepens 
your understanding of the visual world that surrounds you. Contrary to 
what many people think, the ability to draw does not depend on innate 
talent or a unique gift. In fact, you may be amazed at how well you can 
learn to draw, especially with the right instructor.

The 36 video lessons of How to Draw offer you dynamic and 
comprehensive training in the art of drawing. Your teacher, David 
Brody, brings more than forty years of study, studio work, and 
dedicated teaching to this course, demonstrating an inspiring teaching 
style and limitless insight into the learning process. This brilliantly 
designed course takes you step by step through all of the key elements 
that together build the integrated skill of drawing. This is your 
opportunity to master the primary skill of visual art, an ability with 
rewards you will treasure for a lifetime.

Off er expires 05/08/16

THEGREATCOURSES.COM/5SHUTR
1-800-832-2412

DVD $384.95 NOW $114.95
+$15 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

Priority Code: 126413
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MESSENGER BAGS

Tenba’s Messenger DNA bags have all the 

functions of an everyday bag combined 

with a camera bag along with the ability 

to use it while riding a bicycle. The bag 

is made from 600-denier Helix fabric 

with a water-repellent coating. The front 

flap extends over the top of the bag and 

has a hinge to provide extra coverage 

at the corners. The bag has a removable 

rain cover, too. Messenger DNA bags are 

available in two sizes: The DNA 11 ($105) 

accommodates a mirrorless camera with 

three to five lenses or a digital SLR with 

two to three lenses, plus accessories. A 

rear-padded sleeve stores an iPad or an 

11-inch MacBook Air. The DNA 15 ($119) 

holds a pro SLR with two to three lenses 

(with an attached 70-200mm f/2.8), a 

speedlight, and audio gear. It has two 

padded interior sleeves: one for a laptop up 

to 15 inches and another for an iPad.

Who’s It For: Younger, on-the-go 

photographers who want a bag to match 

their lifestyles.

Why I Like It: I’ve seen other camera/

messenger bags before but these two are 

the first ones I think that deliver the goods 

as camera bags as well.

Vanguard’s Havana 33 Messenger 

Bag ($89) holds an SLR with an attached 

lens, extra lenses, a speedlight, and 

accessories. The bag features a zippered 

main compartment covered by a large 

flap with two quick-release straps. Inside 

is a removable padded insert with two 

removable padded dividers. There’s a 

slip-in pocket for storing a 13-inch laptop 

computer. The front wall has a sewn-

in pouch with two clear memory card 

pockets. The bag’s interior is made from 

light gray 150D polyester. An exterior 

front flap features a zippered pocket for 

storing a smartphone, wallet, and other 

items. Inside this pocket is a key lanyard 

and a removable rain cover. Each side of 

the bag has a slip-in pocket for holding a 

water bottle, gloves, or whatever and closes 

with a fabric cover. The Havana 33 can 

be carried by its top handle or adjustable, 

padded shoulder strap. For traveling with 

rolling luggage, the back of the bag has a 

handle pass-through strap.

Who’s It For: Messenger/camera bag for 

budget-minded shoppers.

Why I Like It: I like its funky, world 

traveler looks.

SEMAAN: WAIMOKI FALLS THROUGH AN HTC POL

The hike through Maui’s Pipiwai Trail was long. Inside the bamboo forest, tall stalks obscured

the sun so I was concerned it might be too dark to really capture Maui’s signature light.

But emerging from the forest I faced a lush rock-carved pool and gazed throughthe mist

at the majestic 200’ Waimoki Falls ahead. I grabbed my Sony A7R2 with a 25mm lens.

On front were B+W filters, the 6-stop ND and the new, faster Käsemann HTC Polarizer.

I shot in tight—capturing the intensity of the blue and green spectacle.”
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DROP STAND

View more product information & find retailers at SavageUniversal.com

JUST DROP & SHOOT!
No knobs. No hassle. No problem!

The Drop Stand by Savage features unique 

auto-collapse and extend legs. Simply place the 

stand on the ground to extend the legs for secure 

use. Pick the stand up, and the legs automatically

 retract to allow for quick and easy repositioning

of lighting when moving between groups 

and in tight spaces. 

ITEMDROP STAND

�·�67$1'��������0������������'6����

�·�67$1'��������0������������'6�����

��·�67$1'������0������������'6����

Features:
• Set down and gently push to extend legs

• Lift stand to automatically retract legs

• Reversible ¼”-20 and 3/8” stud adapter

• Air dampened to protect equipment

• Aluminum collars for added durability

No more bending down 

to adjust leg locks!
Light not included.

Patent # 6,454,228 B1 & 5,934,628
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Bags don’t have to be large (or 

expensive) to be useful. Case in point: Peak 

Design’s The Field Pouch ($39). Its waxed 

500D Kodra shell with DWR coating 

repels water and has a rolltop closure to 

keep out dust and moisture. It’s really an 

expandable pouch for mirrorless cameras 

and lenses as well as cords, accessories, 

batteries, and hard drives. You can wear 

it on your belt or attach any Peak Design 

strap to turn The Field Pouch into a 

lightweight sling bag. It also includes 

an attachment point for Peak Design’s 

Capture clips ($59) that let you carry your 

camera on any strap, belt, or bag. The 

clips are made from aluminum and glass-

reinforced nylon and have a quick-release 

locking action that’s compatible with 

ARCA tripods.

Who’s It For: Mirrorless camera shooters 

who want their bags to match their gear’s 

light weight.

Why I Like It: Nice price, nice style, what’s 

not to like?

THE ULTIMATE IN PROTECTION

If I’ve been using automobile analogies 

to describe these cases, Pelican is the 

Hummer of camera cases. Their 1510 

Carry-On Case ($157) is an unbreakable, 

watertight, airtight, dustproof, chemical-

resistant, and corrosion-proof hard 

case used to carry any gear that needs 

protection from everything—even 

zombies. My wife has one she uses to 

carry samples of her company’s products 

and while it has many battle scars, the 

sometime fragile samples always arrive 

unscathed. The case is made from 

high-impact structural copolymer and 

has a 6.4mm neoprene O-ring, with an 

automatic purge valve for equalization 

after changes in atmospheric pressure. It 

has a temperature rating from -10 to +210 

degrees F. The interior consists of an egg 

crate upper section, a pick ’n pluck foam 

section, and a one-inch blank bottom 

section. It has a hinged case with double 

ABS latches that seal perfectly and padlock 

protectors that provide added strength 

and security against theft. The 1510 has 

long side handles, a long front handle, a 

retractable extension handle, and strong 

polyurethane wheels with stainless 

steel bearings. It “meets current FAA 

requirements for carry-on luggage.”

Who’s It For: Location photographers 

looking for the ultimate in protection.

Why I Like It: When it comes to cases, 

Pelican is a noun that’s synonymous with 

indestructible. n

Joe Farace has always loved traditional 

camera bags but also likes new high-tech 

backpacks and totes his gear in both kinds 

of bags/packs. Because this changes over 

time, if you’re curious about the specific 

bags he uses, please visit joefarace.com and 

mirrorlessphototips.com and click the Gear 

button.



  www.nyip.edu/shutterbug

  1-888-712-3730

Learn How to 

Take Better Photos
with online courses from NYIP

•  Learn photography anytime, 

anywhere, at your own pace

•  Professional photographers review 

your photos and give you feedback

•  Course materials prepared 

by successful photographers

• Nationally accredited and licensed 

by NY State

SAVE 20%
WITH OFFER CODE ‘NY20’



natcam.com

Call for instant quotes:
1.888.873.1979

Online:

natcam.com/sell-used

Bring it in or send to:
National Camera Exchange 

Attn: Shutterbug
9300 Olson Memorial Hwy 

Golden Valley, MN 55427

Ship to us for FREE!

Request free 

shipping labels!

National   Camera   exchange 

wants  your  used   photo   gear!

National Camera Exchange wants to buy your used photo and video gear! We have 

been a trusted photography source offering personalized service for over 100 years! 

With our easy, personalized service, you’ll get top dollar for your used gear.

Receive A Free Quote Today:

Questions? Email us: used@natcam.com



FREE 
SHIPPING

Call Toll Free or Email Us for a FREE Quote  

1.888.873.1979 | used@natcam.com 

M-F 9AM-5PM | FREE SHIPPING | 90-DAY USED WARRANTY

9300 Olson Memorial Hwy, Golden Valley, MN 55427

natcam.com

Buy • Sell • Trade
New & Used Cameras & Accessories

Leica Screw
IIIc E ..............................................$149

13.5 f4.5 Hektor E ..........................$95

Leica M
M3 SS E+.......................................$829

M4 + MR E+ ...............................$1099

M7 E++ .......................................$1799

M9 E+ .........................................$2799

35 f1.4 ASPH E++ .......................$2999

35 f2 ASPH E++ ..........................$1799

50 f2 E++ ....................................$1099

90 f2.8 E++ ...................................$549

135 f4.5 E .......................................$95

Universal Pol. E++ ........................$219

M6 case E+....................................$79

Leica R
R3 E- ...............................................$79

R4 E ................................................$89

28 f2.8 E- ......................................$299

35 f2 E- .........................................$449

35 f2.8 E+ .....................................$349

35 f4 PA E+ ...................................$449

60 f2.8 E- ......................................$299

90 f2 E- .........................................$499

135 f2.8 E- ....................................$199

Canon
T1i E ..............................................$169

T2i E++ ..........................................$259

T3i E+ ............................................$299

5D E ..............................................$349

EF 28mm f1.8 E++ ........................$349

EF 50 f1.4 E++ ..............................$279

EF 50mm f1.2 L M ......................$1099

EF 85mm f1.8 E++ ........................$279

EF-S 18-200 IS E+ ..........................$279

EF 24-70 f2.8 L E+ .........................$899

EF 24-105 f4 L IS E++ ....................$549

EF 100-400 L IS E+ ........................$799

EF 1.4X II E+ ..................................$199

EF 2X II E+ .....................................$249

Nikon
F E ...................................................$99

FE E+ ...............................................$89

FE2 E ...............................................$99

FM E................................................$79

FM10 E+ .......................................$129

F100 E+ .........................................$149

D3000 E++....................................$139

D3100 E++....................................$159

D5000 E+ ......................................$179

D5100 E+ ......................................$249

D5200 NM ....................................$379

D5300 E++....................................$419

D800E E ......................................$1449

D810 E+ ......................................$2399

AF 50 f1.4 D NM ..........................$249

AF 50 f1.8 D E+ ..............................$89

AF 85 f1.4 D E++ ..........................$749

AF 70-300 VC Tamron E++ .........$299

AF-S 16-35 f4 VR NM ...................$899

AF-S 24-120 f4 VR E++ .................$649

AF-S 24-70 f2.8 E+ ......................$1199

AF-S 24-70 f2.8 VR NM ..............$1899

AF-S 28-300 VR E++ .....................$699

AF-S 70-200 f4 VR E++ .................$999

AF-S 70-300 VR E++ .....................$299

AF-S DX 18-105 VR NM ...............$159

AF-S DX 18-200 VR II E++ ............$379

Sony
A5000 E+ ......................................$179

A5100 E ........................................$299

A7 NM ..........................................$799

A 50 f1.8 SAM E .............................$89

A 80 f1.4 UMC Rokinon E++ .......$199

A 18-200 Di III Tamron E ..............$229

E 16-50 E++ ..................................$119

E 55-210 OSS E .............................$159

Bronica
E 150 f4 MC E ................................$59

ETR 120 back E ..............................$29

ETR Polaroid back E E+ ................$49

ETR Speed Grip E E .......................$34

SQ 150 f3.5 S E ...............................$69

SQ-i 120 back E .............................$79

SQ Polaroid back E+ ....................$39

GS NPC Polaroid back E+ ...........$59

Mamiya 645
Pro 120 back E+ ............................$54

Polaroid back E+ ..........................$45

M645 Waist Level E+ .....................$79

Left Hand Grip E+ .........................$79

Mamiya RB/RZ
RB 2X Kenko E+ .............................$49

RB Ext Tube 1 45mm E+ ................$49

RB 120 Pro S back E ......................$49

RB 220 Pro SD back E+ .................$39

RB NPC Polaroid back E+ ............$45

RB Prism E .......................................$49

RB Multi-Angle Grip E+ .................$79

RZ Waist Level E+ ..........................$69

Rolleiflex
5ROOHLÁH[������3UR�(�� ................$899

Hasselblad
500C/M E+ ...................................$299

503CW Kit E++ ...........................$2599

40 f4 C E++ ..................................$699

50 f4 C E+ ....................................$249

80 f2.8 C E+ .................................$249

150 f4 C E+ ..................................$199

NC2 Prism E ...................................$49

Ext Tubes E+ ...................................$45

Polaroid Back E+ ..........................$35

Large Format
Deardorff V11 #186 E++ ..........$9500

65 f8 SA E .....................................$189

4x5 Crown Graphic E+ ...............$349

�[��*UDÁH[�UROO�KROGHUV�( ............. Call

�[��*UDÁH[�UROO�KROGHUV�( ............. Call

4x5 Film Holder E .............................$8

8x10 Film Holder E .........................$50

A trusted photography source for 100 years

  Check out this incredible 
  c. 1961 Deardorff V11! 

Extremely Rare! 
Call now!

Call or check out our full selection of used gear at natcam.com!
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PHASE ONE XF 100MP
Edited by George Schaub

LAB REVIEW

Lab Review lab tests and comments supplied by BetterNet, Shutterbug’s TIPA-affiliated testing lab.  
Shutterbug is the sole US representative within TIPA, a worldwide association of photo and imaging magazines.

LAB TEST RESULTS & COMMENTS

same time. Our test sample was supplied 

with four rechargeable batteries.

The camera uses two touchscreens 

to set up all parameters. The status LCD 

on the top shows the same basic menu 

as the touchscreen on the IQ3 100MP 

THE PHASE ONE XF 100MP is a medium format camera with extremely high sensor 

resolution. It is a modular concept comprised of the Phase One XF camera body, which 

was introduced in the summer of 2015, and the brand-new IQ3 100MP digital back. The 

body has a 90-degree prism viewfinder and includes a Schneider-Kreuznach 80mm LS 

f/2.8 lens. As expected, this does not come cheap: the total price for this kit is $48,990 

USD, as of this writing, and is the most expensive camera system we’ve ever tested.

The Phase One XF 100MP offers a 

53.7x40.4mm sensor with 11,608x8707 

pixels, a total of 100MP. This is the highest 

sensor resolution of all digital cameras up 

to now. (Note: There are medium format 

cameras with higher image resolution: The 

Hasselblad H5D-200c MS with 200MP, 

for example, uses a multi-shot and pixel 

shift system to create 200MP images 

by interpolating/merging several 50MP 

images to a final high-resolution result. 

And of course there are prototype sensors/

cameras like Canon’s 120MP system, 

which was shown a few months ago.)

CAMERA BUILD, LAYOUT & PERFORMANCE

Phase One’s XF camera is a very large and 

heavy system: a bit over three pounds 

with a 90-degree viewfinder and digital 

back, but without the lens. In combination 

with the 80mm lens (1.1 pounds) the 

photographer has to work with a system 

that has a weight of nearly four pounds. 

If the Schneider-Kreuznach 75-150mm 

LS f/4.0-5.6 lens is mounted, the weight 

is nearly seven pounds. This might seem 

like a very heavy load for those who shoot 

even with highly advanced pro DSLRs, 

but frankly we feel that medium format 

photographers are used to it.

Due to its modular system, the XF 

100MP uses two rechargeable batteries. 

The first battery powers the body, the 

second the digital back. Nevertheless, the 

whole system will also work when using 

only one of them. Using both batteries, we 

did the technical test shots during a three-

hour shooting session with many switch 

off/switch on processes when checking 

single test shots on the PC. For the model 

shots (one hour) we used freshly recharged 

batteries and took about 80 images. After 

that the batteries still had enough energy 

for an additional hour of shooting. Phase 

One supplies the camera with a recharger 

that can recharge both batteries at the 

The Phase One XF 100MP is a modular concept 
medium format camera. It offers 100MP 
resolution, very impressive dynamic range, nearly 
perfect color reproduction, and SLR-like handling, 
except for its weight and dimensions.

On top the camera offers a touchscreen as a 
status display and control center to set up all 
image parameters. Function buttons allow the 
user to start the setup menu and to change 
image parameters.

The Phase One XF 100MP has a large LCD screen 
on the back and shows the same setup menu as 
the status LCD on the top of the camera body. 
The screen on the back is touch sensitive, so 
settings can be done directly on the screen or 
with four function buttons. In addition, the setup 
dials of the camera are used for menu navigation 
and setting up image parameters.
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LAB REVIEW

digital back and allows the user to change 

exposure mode (P, S, A, M) via a fingertip 

control. The mirror lockup function can 

also be activated on the screen, but the 

camera offers an additional mode for 

shooting without any vibration. It uses a 

motion sensor (dubbed a “seismographic 

sensor”) to register and control even the 

finest vibrations. When using this mode 

and pressing the shutter release button 

the camera will detect these very fine 

vibrations and will wait until the camera is 

absolutely vibration free. After that it will 

start exposure of the image automatically. 

In this mode the mirror lockup function is 

automatically activated.

The Phase One XF uses a lot of function 

buttons on the top (near the status LCD) 

and on the back. In addition, it has three 

setup dials. The dial on the front is used 

to change shutter speed while the dial 

on the back of the grip is used to change 

aperture. The third dial (on the back, near 

the black function button) is used for menu 

setup. The functions of the buttons and 

dials are customizable. For example, the 

photographer can use the shutter release 

button to start autofocusing (pressing the 

shutter button halfway down) or he can 

use the function button on the back to 

start the AF system manually.

Compared to other medium format 

systems, the AF system of the XF 100MP is 

very fast, but can’t be compared to current 

AF systems of modern SLRs or CSCs. 

Compared to these cameras it is slower 

and doesn’t offer sophisticated focusing 

techniques like focus tracking of moving 

objects. Compared to the focusing system 

of the Phase One 645DF, however, the XF 

can be switched to a smaller area (dubbed 

“spot AF metering”). This can be used to 

focus on the eyes when shooting portraits. 

The camera supports “hyperfocal 

focusing” to choose the hyperfocal 

distance manually to maximize the depth 

of field. For manual focusing the camera 

offers a magnifier function on its live 

preview screen.

The camera shoots in Raw mode 

and doesn’t offer a JPEG option. The 

photographer can choose 14- or 16-bit Raw 

files for maximum image quality. As of this 

writing, the Raw files can’t be converted in 

Adobe Photoshop/Lightroom. The camera 

is supplied with Phase One’s Capture One 

Pro 9 software, which allows the user to 

convert and optimize images. It can also 

be used for tethered shooting. The digital 

back offers a FireWire 800 and a USB 3.0 

interface for recording images directly on 

PC or Apple Macintosh operating systems.

COMMENTS ON IMAGE QUALITY

COLOR: The Phase One XF 100MP camera 

records images with very natural and 

neutral colors. The Raw image of our test 

chart was converted with the “neutral” 

setting in Capture One Pro 9 and showed a 

result with nearly perfect saturation (99.4 

percent) and a very neutral white balance. 

The gray patterns of the chart are located 

exactly in the center. Skin tones are a 

little bit optimized by a higher magenta 

rate by the converter software, but nearly 

all colors show only minor aberrations 

The modular-built XF system is based on the 
camera body (center of this image), the digital 
back (right) with its 53.7x40.4mm sensor, the 
90-degree prism viewfinder (left), and the lens. It 
can be used with 50, 60, and 80MP digital backs 
or with the new 100MP back. The total system, 
including the 100MP back, is called “XF 100MP.”

Over 50 years of fl ash innovation
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LAB REVIEW

LAB REVIEW is where we publish web-exclusive lab 
reports on cameras. To read more Lab Reviews, please 
go to the Shutterbug homepage at Shutterbug.com 
and click on the Reviews tab on the top navigation bar. 
New photo gear reports are published frequently, so 
check Reviews for more equipment evaluations.

PROS

› Sensor with very high resolution; very 

high-resolution results in test

› Extremely high dynamic range results

› Reliable and fast (for medium format) 

AF system

› Two touchscreens, three setup dials, 

and context-sensitive function buttons 

for easy setup

CONS

› Extremely expensive

› Shoots only Raw files (JPEG version for 

preview on the computer screen would 

be helpful)

› Complete camera system is very heavy 

and bulky
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from their given values, with only the 

yellow elements showing a slightly larger 

variation. Colors in our standard test shots 

are nearly perfect. The skin tones shown 

in the portrait are very natural and nearly 

perfect. Color differentiation is on a very 

high level as well.

SHARPNESS: The camera created images 

with extremely high resolution. The test 

chart was reproduced with 8,645 of 8,708 

lines per picture height and therefore 99.28 

percent of its nominal sensor resolution. 

Even though resolution and sharpness are 

extremely high, the images have a very 

natural look. The sharpening effects are 

very low. We converted the Raw test images 

with the standard settings in Capture One 

Pro 9 and got images with only very minor 

over- and undershot effects. The overshot 

effect, for example, is 8.8 percent. In 

addition, the very high color differentiation 

supports the crisp and sharp look of the 

camera’s images. Fine details like the 

fabric of the model’s T-shirt are shown very 

clearly and are perfectly differentiated. 

There are absolutely no aliasing or moiré 

effects noticeable in our test shots. Even 

the extremely small figures in the two 

Siemens stars in the lower right of the 

standard test box images are readable.

NOISE: The camera offers ISO speed 

settings from 50 to 12,800. In lower ISO 

speeds up to ISO 200, noise artifacts are 

nearly invisible. The noise spectrum is 

very smooth and the aberrations of RGB 

pixels are very low, so noticeable noise 

effects in the images are on a very, very 

low level. In images taken with ISO 800 or 

higher, noise artifacts get visible because 

the noise spectrum rises. The camera is 

designed to take properly illuminated 

images in the studio or when making 

landscape and nature images. It should 

be used with ISO 50 to 800/1600, but 

shouldn’t be used for documentary or 

available light photography with higher 

ISO speed settings. Reducing the 100MP 

resolution images to 24MP size, for 

example, will obviously reduce noise 

artifacts (size of noise artifacts).

The camera reproduced the test chart 

with 13.6 f/stops and even at higher ISO 

speed settings yielded more than 13 f/

stops. Taking images of high-contrast 

scenes and using the “light” and “shadow” 

controls in Capture One Pro 9 shows 

details even in dark image areas that are 

underexposed or in totally blown-out 

highlights. This is breathtaking.

Note: The Phase One XF 100MP 

camera isn’t able to record video files, so 

for this test we don’t provide charts and 

captions concerning video tests. n

The Phase One XF 100MP has a list price 

of $48,990, which includes the Schneider-

Kreuznach 80mm LS f/2.8 lens. For more 

information, visit phaseone.com.

The standard test box shot illustrates the high 
sensor resolution. Every detail of the test 
elements is clearly visible. Both test shots were 
done in Raw mode because the camera doesn’t 
offer JPEG or TIFF mode. The conversion of both 
images was done in Capture One Pro 9.

Even very fine details like hair or the red fabric are 
reproduced without any aliasing or moiré effects. 
The total look is very crisp even though only 
standard sharpness settings were used for the 
Raw to JPEG conversion.
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TECHNIQUES / BUSINESS TRENDS

SO YOU WANT TO BE A 
PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL 
PHOTOGRAPHER?

THIS EXCITING 

MARKET HAS MAJOR 

CHALLENGES AND 

BIG REWARDS
By Maria Piscopo
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GETTING WORK AS A TRAVEL 

PHOTOGRAPHER has never been 

easy. Today, factors of the economy 

and technology have added obstacles 

that require even more knowledge and 

planning. The five travel photographers 

we interviewed work with clients 

ranging from editorial to corporate and 

advertising.

Shutterbug: What percentage of your 

travel photography is licensed for 

stock vs. assignment and what type of 

clients do you usually work with? Also, 

how do you feel about pursuing travel 

photography/writing assignments?

Dennis Cox: Currently I am the official 

photographer and a featured writer for 

AllThingsCruise.com. Except for a recent 

writing and photography assignment 

for them, I have not done assignments 

for about a dozen years. When I stopped 

taking assignments, I then concentrated 

on producing stock with licensing to 

magazines, corporate publications, 

calendar publishers, textbook publishers, 

tour companies for brochures, and for 

photo books. I have recently been making 

my newest transition to a new style of 

travel photographs which I call “photo 

art paintings,” either shot in camera as an 

“HDR painting” or by converting existing 

images, especially iconic travel subjects, 

with software that produces a variety 

of painting styles, such as oils, pastels, 

watercolors, etc. I have been marketing 

these as stock for publication on my 

website, through ImageBrief, for prints 

through FineArtAmerica.com, and with 

my own line of fashion designs through 

the online custom marketer VIDA Voices 

Design Studio.
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Cindy Miller Hopkins: About 60 percent 

of my travel is freelance and 40 percent 

is assignment work. Most of my clients 

are travel- and tour-based companies 

ranging from bus tours in Europe and 

the US to small expedition ships that 

visit very remote locations. While I often 

teach basic photo workshops on ships, 

my main job is to provide marketing 

images for travel brochures, websites, and 

marketing materials. I lead a few photo 

tours a year for private clients, photo 

and nature associations (like NANPA, 

the North America Nature Photography 

Association) as well as partner with other 

photographers in leading photo tours. 

That being said, about 95 percent of all my 

images are marketed via agents as stock 

photos. About 70 percent of my freelance 

stock images end up in textbooks, travel 

brochures, guidebooks, or magazines. 

Another 20 percent go to consumer 

products like calendars, posters, etc., and 

the remaining balance are sold for things 

like TV spots, DVDs, and specialty sales.

Paul Sivley: One hundred percent of 

my work is for editorial and commercial 

assignments so my clients are typically 

magazines and client direct. I love to 

write and photograph, so I welcome 

assignments to do both.

Stephanie Hogue: Ninety percent of our 

work is for stock and retail print sales. 

Pursuing travel photography is a dream 

come true. Though it has always been 

necessary to be completely dedicated 

to it to be successful, in this day and 

age it is even harder to stand out when 

there are so many photographers and 

digital photography has increased the 

competition.

Lisa Corson: A little over half of my 

income comes from travel photography 

and the rest is mostly from interiors/

architectural photography. About 25 

percent of my travel photo income is 

from stock sales; 75 percent is from 

assignments. And of the assignments, 

about one-third of that is additional space 

rates from Time Inc. assignments, which 

are going away under the new contract 

as of 2016. I have never done any travel 

writing.

SB: For marketing results, what seems to 

work best for you: using the traditional 

marketing (direct mail, ads, websites) 

or online marketing tools (e-mail blasts, 

blogs, Facebook, social media) and how 

often do you contact clients?

Paul Sivley: For promoting trips 

I lead, I use online tools such as 

e-newsletters and social media. It is the 

same for courses I’ve taught on travel 

photography. For editorial marketing, I 

rely on my website, with selected images 

sent via Dropbox.

Lisa Corson: I use direct mail, e-mail 

blasts, and social media. I find that 

personal e-mails to prospective clients 

deliver the best, most direct results. 

I am also a WonderfulMachine.com 

member. Their website has member 

photographer listings by location and 

specialty. I have not been on a regular 

schedule of contacting clients, but I 

plan to put that into effect this year. I 

think e-mail updates every other month 

and direct mail four times a year will be 

my goal.

Cindy Miller Hopkins: I do some direct 

mailing but only for private tours or 

safaris when I’m leading the trip. Since 

a lot of my travel takes me to remote 

destinations without Internet service, 

I don’t even have a webpage of my own. 

No time to maintain it or follow up on 

inquires. I’m very lucky as most of my 

clients come to me through word of 

mouth.

Dennis Cox: I once did regular direct 

mail campaigns, but I’m currently not 

aggressively marketing other than 

recently updating my website and actively 

promoting on Facebook. I have produced a 

couple of books of “photo art prints,” one 

of Chinese subjects and the other of world 

travel, which I can send to interested 

designers as the word gets out and as 

interest grows in this new direction.
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Stephanie Hogue: We utilize ads in 

local magazines but mostly rely on 

Facebook, Instagram, and a quarterly 

e-mail newsletter. Our best advertising is 

our retail location on Main Street in our 

historic downtown area. We also nurture 

relationships in the community and are 

involved with assisting in marketing our 

city. We work closely with the visitors 

and convention bureau, the downtown 

merchants association, and the mayor’s 

office.

SB: What skills or areas of expertise 

(other than photography) do you think 

a travel photographer has to develop 

for a successful business model?

Dennis Cox: I’m skeptical that there is a 

successful business model any longer for a 

photographer strictly doing travel. While 

it was possible to get by doing just travel 

in the past, I always believed in having 

as many streams of income as possible 

in addition to doing travel stock and/or 

assignments. In the past that included 

doing business/corporate assignments, 

marketing China photos by Chinese 

photographers as well as my own through 

ChinaStock, and maintaining a very 

profitable photo tour business.

Paul Sivley: You need a strong set of 

sales and marketing skills, interpersonal 

skills, an ability to build and sustain trust, 

and a willingness to serve the interests 

of your client. You need to say “no” to 

clients who set off red flags and be fine 

with losing business based on price or 

client personality issues. You will need to 

deal with very diverse people. I believe my 

background in politics before working as a 

pro photographer has helped me in these 

areas and led to greater success in the 

photography industry.

Stephanie Hogue: I think it is imperative 

to have great business skills. Unless it is a 

hobby for you, making a living as a travel 

photographer requires strict discipline 

and long hours to make sure that the 

business is profitable.

Lisa Corson: Strong organizational skills 

are essential. You have to make sure you 

have everything you need for a shoot (gear 

list, shot list, location/subject contact 

info, schedule, travel, lodging). What 

will the weather be like? When will the 

sun set? What’s the optimal time to be at 

a certain location? Is a town decorated 

for Christmas, but the story is running 

in May? I sometimes get incomplete or 

incorrect info for a shoot and it’s really 

up to me to make sure I ask all the right 

questions and do my own research 

beforehand.

Cindy Miller Hopkins: I think the most 

important thing is to develop people 

skills. There are a lot of very talented 

photographers out there, but if you can’t 

keep the clients or their passengers happy 

you are not going to get hired.

SB: Photographers interviewed 

for this column have a wide range 

of experience and opinions, what 

advice do you have for those looking 

at getting into travel photography—

pitfalls to avoid or opportunities to 

pursue?

Stephanie Hogue: The simplest 

advice is still very relevant: do a great 

job, return phone calls, underpromise 

and overdeliver, and never become 

complacent. Always continue to learn and 

strive to be better. But, I also think with 

digital photography and social media, 

there are actually more opportunities 

than ever to make a statement about your 

work and create your own following, thus 

bypassing traditional publishers and 

outlets.

Dennis Cox: Seriously, I wouldn’t 

encourage anyone to be a travel 

photographer since most of the current 

veteran ones I know are very discouraged 

at the loss of magazine markets and the 

decline in viable stock fees. However, I 

wouldn’t discourage anyone either if they 
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Mom’s favorite bedtime story
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quality, timeless charm, and ability to enhance every image within. Craft ed 

with care, our Photo Books are made to be heirlooms for generations to come. 

Plus, when printed on Fuji HD High Gloss paper, our Photo Books are virtually 

fi ngerprint free!

Promo Code: PXBGBOO10
Offer Expires 5/1/16

www.adoramapix.com    888-216-6400



LISA CORSON: lisacorsonphotography.com
DENNIS COX: denniscox.com
STEPHANIE HOGUE 
(LATITUDES FINE ART GALLERY): 
latitudesfineart.com
PAUL SIVLEY: paulsivley.netR
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really want to do it badly enough since 

travel is too alluring. It would require 

good business practices, flexibility to 

think outside the box by imagining 

new marketing possibilities, and a 

resourcefulness to make things happen.

Cindy Miller Hopkins: Be willing to 

start at the bottom. Not everybody gets to 

start with assignment work to Egypt or 

Zambia. You would not believe how many 

photographers come to me and say “I 

want to do what you do…” and two weeks 

later turn down offers because they are 

not exotic enough. You never know what 

other jobs that client might have on their 

list. Take the senior bus tour to Branson, 

Missouri, do a great job, and you might 

be pleasantly surprised that the next trip 

they offer you is something more exciting. 

Don’t take jobs you’re not qualified for 

because you are desperate for work. It will 

come back to bite you!

Lisa Corson: There is a lot of travel 

photography out there right now. When 

I’m shooting, I am always trying to make 

photos that I haven’t seen before. Maybe 

it’s about getting access that not everyone 

has. That can come from my editor or just 

from approaching people when I’m out 

shooting to ask if I can photograph them 

or their business. Or sometimes it takes 

going back to the same location repeatedly 

over the course of a couple of days to 

see how it changes. I dig in as much as 

possible in the time that I have. So, my 

advice would be to look at the other work 

that’s out there, but then go out and tell 

your own story.

Paul Sivley: I have 11 good suggestions.

1. Know what you need to earn and stick 

to your price. You’ll never get more than 

the first price you give a client—give them 

cheap and they’ll expect it thereafter.

2. Know that international travel can be 

tiring and not all glory.

3. Have a passion for tramping through 

dirty fish markets and for making 

connections with people with whom you 

can’t communicate.

4. Give the customer what he/she wants, 

but don’t mimic trends in imagery, i.e., 

the bleached out shooting into the sun 

lifestyle shot. Add something unexpected 

of your own taste once you’ve gotten what 

the client wants.

5. Be crystal clear about what the client 

wants even if you’ve worked with them 

extensively. Ask them what they expect to 

walk away with every time.

6. When you think you’ve shot a subject, 

look again, change your body position/

height, move yourself higher/lower.

7. Be able to just sit and wait for images to 

come to you in great light.

8. Wear clothing that isn’t attention 

grabbing when shooting. Fit the 

environment you are in.

9. Get great insurance for your equipment 

for when you drop it or have it taken by 

Zimbabwean police.

10. Having a long contract that you give 

the customer is a good thing (offer yours 

and try to avoid taking theirs). The 

language should reflect anything and 

everything that can be misunderstood, 

assumed, or otherwise forgotten.

11. Don’t assume your friends will be the 

easiest clients to work with. n
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WHAT’S ON THE MENU?
“Our guide in China arranged for us to photograph this gentleman in his home. This posed shot was taken to show how he would typically prepare his lunch.” 
Jim Harmer used an off-camera flash pointed up at the ceiling as fill, with the window as the key light source. Technical info: Nikon D750, 15-30mm f/2.8 at 
21mm; ISO 4000, f/2.8, 1/20 second.
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LIGHTING OUT
HOW TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHER JIM HARMER CAPTURES HIS ILLUMINATING IMAGES 
By Jack Neubart
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JIM HARMER DIDN’T START out as a 

travel and nature photographer. He was 

in law school when the photography bug 

bit him, and, before he knew it, he was 

traveling the world, capturing moments in 

time with his camera.

However, it wasn’t enough for 

Harmer to simply experience the world 

alone. “I wanted my photography to be 

a shared experience, with workshops 

revolving around these adventures,” 

Harmer noted. “I launched a website 

(improvephotography.com) as the hub 

of activity for these workshops. And to 

make it even more enticing, I made the 

workshops free. Participants pay their 

own travel expenses and nothing more, 

shooting locations around the globe.” All 

the images Harmer shoots and posts are 

dedicated toward helping others improve 

their photographic technique, with an 

AURORA BOREALIS, ICELAND
“Iceland is the only place where you can capture the northern lights together with a rising moon, a 
shooting star, the stars, a mountain (Kirkjufell), a lake, a river, and an icy waterfall all in the same shot.” 
Shot around 11:30 at night. Technical info: Nikon D810, 16-35mm f/4 at 16mm; ISO 2500, f/4, 30 seconds.





HARMER’S TOP FIVE TRAVEL 
PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS
1. Research locations really well before you 

get there so you’ll have an idea what your 

compositions will be. “I feel that if I don’t quite 

know in advance where to go once I’m there, I 

can waste a lot of time searching for that epic 

shot. One thing I do, I’ll look on Google Maps or 

Flickr to get a feeling for what the scene is like.”

2. Have a shot list before you get there.

3. Travel light. “So often in my workshops I see 

people traveling with big gear that they end up 

leaving at the hotel because it was too heavy. 

And there’s always someone who packed too 

much and gets tired hiking a trail and doesn’t 

make it to the location in time for the best 

light.”

4. Get closer to whatever it is you’re shooting. 

“I really like to be in there tight and up close 

to my subject or the foreground element in a 

scene.”

5. Look for different things that are cool to 

shoot as potential elements in a landscape 

composite. For instance, a mountain, a river, a 

sunrise. “You never know when they can come 

in handy.”
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emphasis on seeing the light.

Harmer launched his photographic 

career in 2010, with a Canon Rebel, 

eventually moving on to a Nikon D810. 

But to be more mobile, he made the switch 

again, this time to mirrorless, specifically 

the Fuji X-T1 (soon to be upgraded to the 

X-Pro2).

And, yes, he did graduate law 

school and pass the bar. “So now I’m a 

photographer with a really solid backup 

plan.”

DEFINING MOMENT

Shutterbug: What draws you to a scene 

or subject?

Jim Harmer: It’s got to be the lighting. 

With landscapes, I’m really obsessive 

about the lighting. All of my landscapes 

are shot very early or very late in the day, 

unless the day is overcast, at which point 

I’ll shoot during the day as well. But it 

really depends on where you are. Light 

doesn’t work the same around the globe 

and you have to adapt to the lighting in 

each location.

SB: What constitutes a defining moment 

that dictates when you release the shutter?

JH: When you’re shooting people, it tends 

to be a facial expression or bodily attitude. 

If it’s a landscape, it’s when you get a 

little bit of action hitting the scene. For 

instance, a wave breaking on the shore or 

the light just as it pours out of a lighthouse 

or a bus passing by. Just a little bit of action 

can sometimes make a big difference in 

a landscape. And other times there isn’t 

any specific moment when you’ve got to 

release the shutter.

CAPTURING PEOPLE ON LOCATION

SB: Do you approach people the same as 

landscapes when it comes to lighting?

JH: I approach portraits differently. When 

I shoot a portrait, I almost always add 

flash because I feel it’s needed to bring out 

a person’s features or emphasize a mood or 

the colors and textures in their clothing.

SB: How do you develop rapport with total 

strangers in your travels?

JH: I don’t shoot people while skulking 

in the background. I like to let the person 

know that I’m photographing them. 

Usually I don’t speak the language. As a 

workaround, I find that if I walk up to the 

person with an enthusiastic expression 

and motion that I want to take a picture, 

people will respond in kind. If I walk up to 

someone and look timid, they’re turned off 

by the whole idea, or at best, they’ll agree 

but will return a timid, blank stare instead 

of the emotional response I’m after.

THE CHALLENGES OF TRAVEL 

PHOTOGRAPHY

SB: Have you ever faced any intimidating 

situations shooting travel?

JH: It seems that every time I light things, 

it attracts the cops. Light painting in cities 

always brings the cops wondering why 

someone is standing in the street waving 

CORMORANT FISHERMAN, XINGPING, CHINA
This is one of a handful of traditional cormorant fishermen still in this region. The guide arranged the 
shot, but when Harmer tried to get the fisherman to pose a certain way, the fisherman overruled him 
and did his own thing. The lighting was entirely ambient. Technical info: Nikon D750, 24-70mm f/2.8 at 
24mm; ISO 1250, f/2.8, 1/80 second.

VAL D’ORCIA, TUSCANY, ITALY
This was shot in the early morning, with the sun just topping the horizon. “I tried shooting this at 
night, but it didn’t work without the contrast of highlights and shadows.” Technical info: Nikon D750, 
70-200mm f/2.8 at 130mm; ISO 100, f/10, 1/100 second.
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I don’t have to deal with such vagaries. For 

me, manual flash is easier and faster.

SB: How much of your work involves 

shooting on a tripod?

JH: Everything except portraits.

SB: Do you ever shoot tethered to a laptop?

JH: Yes. In the field, when I’m shooting 

landscapes. It just drives me nuts when 

I go out and shoot all morning and come 

back to my computer at the hotel, only to 

find that one little thing that is wrong, 

something I couldn’t see on that tiny 

screen on the camera. Especially at night, 

when I have the entire evening to shoot 

a scene, I’ll bring the laptop and shoot 

tethered.

SB: How do you determine color balance 

on location?

JH: I always shoot in AWB, then adjust 

white balance in the Raw file during 

processing. In Lightroom, I may key WB 

KANARRA CREEK FALLS, KANARRAVILLE, UTAH
This is a popular location among photographers, 
but Harmer’s use of forced perspective enhances 
the image and makes it stand out. “I wore waders 
while kneeling down in this freezing, ankle-deep 
water.” Technical info: Fuji X-T1, 10-24mm f/4 at 
10mm (= 15mm, 35mm equivalent); ISO 200, f/10, 
56 seconds; polarizer.

WHAT’S IN HARMER’S GEAR BAG

» Fuji X-T1/X-Pro2 (when it becomes available)
» Fuji 10-24mm f/4 lens
» Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8 lens (for environmental 

portraits)
» Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 lens (for tight portraits)
» MindShift Gear rotation180˚ Horizon photo 

backpack
» Feisol CT-3442 tripod
» Really Right Stuff BH-40 ball head
» Sirui monopod (for the flash)
» YongNuo YN560-IV flashes and YN560-TX 

transmitter
» 10x and 3x ND filters (for long exposures, 

usually involving water), polarizer
» Flashlight

PACIFIC MOMENTS, OREGON COAST
This is a composite consisting of numerous 
elements, among them the foreground wave, the 
splash, each outcropping, and sky. Most of the 
elements were shot at sunset, although the sky 
was actually a sunrise. Harmer used different 
viewpoints, one even 200 miles away, to capture 
each element. “When I composite an image, I 
photograph different things that I like and put it 
together to represent the experience I was after, 
while not trying to recreate any specific location.” 
Technical info: Nikon D800, 24-70mm f/2.8; 
varying exposures.

a flashlight around. In Italy, I was on top 

of a mountain, and my wife went way 

down into the city, down to this winding 

road about a mile away. She was walking 

up and down that street with a flashlight 

light painting. And that attracted some 

unwanted police attention.

SB: Do you ever worry about gear being 

stolen from your hotel?

JH: I lived in Brazil for two years, 

which isn’t always the safest place. That 

alleviated the fear factor most people 

experience in unfamiliar locations. What’s 

more, I’m used to new countries now, 

and I’m fairly aware of the risks. Besides, 

I’m almost always traveling in a large 

workshop group, so that adds to the safety 

factor.

GETTING TECHNICAL

SB: How do you employ flash?

JH: When I’m traveling, even for street 

photography, I’ll attach my flash to a Sirui 

monopod and walk around holding the 

monopod with one hand, the camera with 

the other. This way I get some modeling in 

the face.

The flash, by the way, is manual. It’s 

very rare that I use TTL flash. Also, the 

flash is inside a very small, inexpensive 

softbox.

SB: Why do you shoot manual flash?

JH: TTL flash is too easily fooled by 

subject tonalities. If I ask someone to 

remove a jacket, and that suddenly reveals 

a white shirt, the flash exposure changes. 

And I don’t want that. With manual flash 



World’s only leveling ball head

BEST ACCESSORY

„Uniqball is the Swiss Champ of tripod heads. I like using it as a double head in my hides, as well as a 

single head when I travel and size really matters!”

Bence Mate, Wildlife Photographer of The Year (2010)

t 4 features in one unique ball head!

t Outstanding combination 

t Irresistible price

For more information visit lenscoat.com
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HIS FAVORITE GEAR

“The humble YongNuo YN560-IV manual 

flash (http://en.yongnuo.com.cn/) is by far 

my favorite piece of camera gear,” Harmer 

says. “This inexpensive flash boasts built-in 

wireless capability, and I like how easy it is to 

operate, and how durable and reliable it is. 

These manual flashes are well-suited to all my 

needs.”

to a neutral gray tone—a sidewalk, for 

example. However, my most common 

method is that I take the WB slider and 

move it to one extreme or the other, then 

pull it back until I reach a color balance 

that feels right to me. That forces me to 

look at the shot more critically than simply 

relying on AWB.

I should point out that initially 

choosing AWB means I don’t have to focus 

on white balance while I’m shooting. I 

prefer to just take the picture, be in the 

moment, and not be distracted by settings 

as much as possible. n

Jim Harmer operates out of the Boise, 

Idaho, area. To see more of his work, 

visit photographyidaho.com. His website 

improvephotography.com focuses on 

becoming a better photographer. For 

information on his workshops, go to 

improvephotography.com/workshops. 

RIOMAGGIORE, CINQUE TERRE, ITALY
The scene was captured in the evening, just after sunset. The boat, which was originally 200 yards to 
the left, was composited into the shot. Owing to a lack of transportation, Harmer ended up trekking for 
hours back to the hotel. Technical info: Canon EOS 6D, 16-35mm lens; ISO 2500, f/7.1, 30 seconds.

MARY D. HUME BOAT, GOLD BEACH, OREGON
“One of the workshop participants drove by this boat earlier in the day, so we returned at night to shoot 
it. You have to shoot this at the right time of day. Twenty minutes later, the ebbing tide left only mud in 
the foreground, which would have been a totally different and lackluster shot.” Harmer and his group 
light-painted the boat, with one person even climbing aboard with a flashlight. The Milky Way was 
composited into the main shot, which was captured at midnight. Technical info/boat: Canon EOS 6D, 
16-35mm lens; ISO 2500, f/7.1, 30 seconds. Technical info/stars: Nikon D750, Tamron 15-30mm; ISO 
3200, f/2.8, 15 seconds.
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TILTALL BH-20 TRIPOD BALL HEAD ........................................ $133.95 
TILTALL BH-10 TRIPOD BALL HEAD ........................................ $114.95 
TILTALL BH-7 TRIPOD BALL HEAD ............................................ $99.99

LumiQuest LQ-145 Mini Kit:
with SofScreen, Mini SofBox, & UltraStrap.......................... $35.95
LumiQuest LQ-140 Photography Starter Kit (Black) ............ $35.95 
LumiQuest LQ-135 Ready for Anything Kit .......................... $67.95 
LumiQuest Wedding/Event Kit LQ-134 ................................. $58.95 
LumiQuest 9-Piece Colored Gel Strobist Kit LQ-132 ........... $67.95 
LumiQuest UltraStrap LQ-126 .................................................. $9.95 
LumiQuest SofBox LTp LQ-124 ............................................. $51.95 
LumiQuest SofBox III LQ-119 ............................................... $43.95 
LumiQuest Mini SofBox LQ-108 ........................................... $25.95 
LumiQuest SofBox LQ-107 ..................................................... $39.95 
LumiQuest Pocket Bouncer LQ-101 ....................................... $26.95

7X35 Center Focus with Case .................. $39.95
7X50 Center Focus with Case .................. $49.95
8X20 Center Focus compact with Case .. $39.95
8X30 Center Focus with Case .................. $59.95
10X25 Center Focus with Case ................ $39.95
10X50 Center Focus with Case ................ $59.95
12X50 Center Focus with Case ................ $69.95
16X50 Center Focus with Case ................ $69.95
20X50 Center Focus with Case ................ $79.95

NEW SENSOR KCLEAR LOUPE KIT 
FOR DSLR CAMERAS

Panasonic K-KJ17MCC82A eneloop Power Pack, 
2100 Cycle, 8AA, 2AAA, 2 “C” Spacers, 2 “D” 
Spacers, “Advanced” Individual battery charger. $39.99

NEW 35mm Auto Focus Film Cameras

Konica V-Mini AF 28mm Lens ............................................................ $69.95
Samsung Slim Zoom 1150 38mm to 115mm Zoom ......................... $79.95 
Konica A4 35mm Lens .......................................................................... $49.95 
Samsung Maxima Zoom 70 XL ............................................................ $59.95 
Samsung Maxima Zoom 105 38mm to 105mm Zoom ..................... $69.95 
Samsung ECXI Zoom 38-140mm Zoom ............................................ $99.95 
Samsung IBEX 3x 38-115mm Zoom ................................................... $49.95 
Samsung Fino 70S 38-70mmm Zoom ................................................. $59.95 
Yashica Zoom Mate 140 38-140mm Zoom ........................................ $89.95 
Nikon Lite Touch Zoom 80 ................................................................... $59.95

Manfrotto MTPIXI-RD PIXI Mini 
Tripod (Red) ................................... $23.88 
Manfrotto MTPIXI-B PIXI Mini Tripod, Black ...... $24.88 
Manfrotto MVH500A Pro FluidHead with 60mm 
Half Ball (Black) ........................................................ $170.41 
Manfrotto MT190CXPRO3 Section Carbon Fiber Tripod 
Legs with Q90 Column (Black) .......................................... $326.99
Manfrotto MT055CXPRO4 055 Carbon Fiber 4-Section Tripod 
with Horizontal Column (Black.......................................... $459.95 
Manfrotto 808RC4 3-Way Standard Head with Quick Release 
Plate 410PL (Black) .............................................................. $118.99
Manfrotto 755XB MDEVE Aluminum Tripod with Built in 
50mm Ball Leveler ............................................................... $299.88
Manfrotto 709B Digi Table Top Tripod with Ball Head 
(Black) ...................................................................................... $48.13 
Manfrotto 496RC2 Ball Head with Quick Release ............  $86.50 
Manfrotto 496 Ball Head ....................................................... $79.88 
Manfrotto 394 RC4 Low Profile Rectangular Rapid Connect 
Adapter with 410PL Plate -Black .......................................... $46.90

Zero Halliburton CP3-BK ..................................................... $675
Zero Halliburton CP3-SI ........................................................ $595
Zero Halliburton CP4-BK ..................................................... $695
Zero Halliburton CP4-SI ........................................................ $625
Zero Halliburton CSE3-LPB ................................................ $435
Zero Halliburton CSE3-LSI .................................................. $365
Zero Halliburton CS3-LPB ................................................... $435
Zero Halliburton CS3-LSI ..................................................... $375
Zero Halliburton CS4-LSI ..................................................... $385
Zero Halliburton CP4-Stealth .......................................... $2500

We carry a complete line of all the Zero Halliburton 
Case and Luggages - Call For Price or e-mail!

Free Shipping on all 
Zero Halliburton orders!

NEW SPECIAL FLASH 
ACCESSORIES

FILM SPECIAL - ALL FRESH DATED FILMS!

$49.99

Binocular 
Special!

Top Quality  
Brand New

Free! Shipping on all LumiQuest items!

NEW LATEST 
MODEL

NEW!NEW!

NEW LENSES

NEW!
NEW!

NEW GITZO 
TRIPOD

SPECIAL SALE 
ON AUTOFOCUS LENSES 
FOR MINOLTA MAXXUM 
& SONY ALPHA CAMERAS
FILM AND DIGITAL CAMERAS



25mm T2.1 Xenon FF Lens
35mm T2.1 Xenon FF Lens
50mm T2.1 Xenon FF Lens
75mm T2.1 Xenon FF Lens
100mm T2.1 Xenon FF Lens

REPAIR SERVICE!
TOP QUALITY EXPERIENCED

AT DISCOUNT PRICES!  Send your equipment for a 
FREE repair estimate to: Cambridge World 

60-18 Fresh Pond Rd., Maspeth, Queens New York 11378

Nothing is too Small or too Large Anything Photographic !!!!! 
Estate Sales Welcome!!! You can mail your gear or we can pick your gear up. 
You can trade-in your gear or we will pay you with a check or with Paypal. 
CALL 1-800-221-2253 and  ask  for Simon Or Email us at 
sales@cambridgeworld.com. Send your equipment for a FREE evaluation to: 

Cambridge World 60-18 Fresh Pond Rd., 
Maspeth, Queens, N.Y. 11378

TOP  DOLLAR$$$

WE PAY FOR YOUR RETIRED GEAR!A S K

IF YOU DO NOT SEE 
IT, IT DOESN’T MEAN 
WE DO NOT HAVE IT,

1-800-221-2253

LARGE SELECTION 
OF PROJECTION 
BULBS...CALL ALEX 
1-800-221-2253

CALL
B+W, HELIOPAN, CANON, CAMBRON, COKIN, 

HOYA, KENKO, LECIA, NIKON, 

SINGH-RAY,TIFFEN, ZEISS, ETC

WE HAVE MORE THAN 10,000 FILTERS 
IN STOCK. CALL ADAM 1-800-221-2253

Top Quality screw in optical Glass Filters
19-37mm……19.95    67-82mm……..19.95
40-49mm……..9.95    86-95mm……..59.95
52-62mm…….14.95   105-122mm…129.95

 Sun Shade Lens Hoods
19-37mm……...9.95   67-82mm……..19.95
40-49mm……...6.95   86-95mm……..69.95
52-62mm……...9.95   105-122mm…..99.95

 3 Lens Close-up Macro Lens Sets
19-37mm……..29.95   52-62mm…….29.95
40-49mm……..19.95   67-82mm…….39.95

4.5mm F2.8..........838.95
8mm F3.5.............828.95    
10mm F2.8...........598.95    
15mm F2.8...........568.95

20mm F1.8...........588.95
24mm F1.8...........498.95
28mm F1.8...........308.95
30mm F1.4...........278.95

800mm F5.6.......6698.95

10-20mm F4-5.6....478.95

12-24mm F4.5-5.6..748.95

17-70mm F2.8-4.5...458.95

18-200mm F3.5-5.6..238.95

24-70mm F2.8.....798.95

28-70mm F2.8-4....88.95 
28-200mm F3.5-5.6...174.95

28-300mm F3.5-6.3...234.95

35-135mm F4-5.6...99.95
50-150mm F2.8....698.95

50-500mm F4-6.3...948.95

55-200mm F4-5.6...124.95
70-300 F4-5.6......138.95

70-300 F4-5.6 APO...188.95

100-300mm F4-5.6...99.95

100-300mm F4....1098.95

120-300mm F2.8...2698.95

120-400 F4.5-5.6...938.95
150-500mm F5-6.3...948.95

200-500mm F2.8 APO EX DG...................25998.95
300-800mm F5.6 EX BE HSM.....................7698.95
1.4X APO............218.95     2X APO...............278.95

8-16mm F4.5-5.6 DC...618.95

17-50mm F2.8 

EX DCOS HSM..548.95

60mm F2.8...........278.95 

10-20mm F3.5........548.95

18-250mm F3.5-5.6.358.95    

70-300mmDGOS.248.95

70-200mm F2.8....888.95

50-200mm F4-5.6.148.95

85mm F1.4...........848.95
400mm F5.6…….299.95

19mm F2.8...........178.95

30 mm F2.8……174.95
35mm F1.4…….848.95

500mm F4.5.......4598.95

50-150mm F2.8…968.95

70-200/2.8OS…..1148.95

105mm F2.8........458.95
150mm F2.8.......688.95
180mm F2.8.......1488.95
300mm F2.8.......2998.95

70mm F2.8..........468.95
50mm F2.8..........234.95
50mm F1.4..........358.95

28-70mm F2.8.....318.95

10-20mm F4…….398.95

18-35mm F1.8….748.95

18-50mm F2.8-4........188.95
18-50mm F2.8............375.95

TOKINA

10-17mm F3.5-4.5...444.95
28-200mm F3.5-5.6....99.9511-16mm F2.8......564.95  

12-24mm F4.........424.95    
16-50mm F2.8......594.95    80-400mm F4.5-5.6....638.95

50-135mm F2.8....674.95

100mm F2.8.........384.95

16-28mm F2.8 .....748.00

17-35mm F4........719.00300mm F6.3…….299.95
12-28mm F4……598.95

14mm F2.8...........989.99 90mm F2.8..........348.95

28mm F2.5.............99.99 180mm F3.5........628.95

24mm F2.5.............79.95 500mm F8...........198.95

11-18mm F4.5-5.6...434.95
17-50mm F2.8.....334.9418-200mm F3.5-6.3...158.95
18-250mm F3.5-6.3...414.9518-270mm............398.95    
19-35mm F3.5=4.5...159.9520-40mm F2.7-3.5...298.95
24-135mm F3.5-5.6...398.95

28-105mm F2.8....298.95    
28-200mm F3.8-5.6...118.95

24-70mm F3.3-5.6...89.95    
28-75mm F2.8.......348.95

28-80mm F3.5-5.6...68.95
28-300mm F3.8-5.6...294.95

28-300mm F3.8-5.6 VC....584.95  200-400mm F5.6......298.95
55-200mm F4-5.6...128.95
70-200mm F2.8...664.95
60mm F2 Macro........399.95    
1.4X Converter....124.95 2X Tele Converter.....138.95
1.4X SP Converter...178.95 2X SP Converter...208.95

24-70mm F2.8......1195.00

75-300mm F4-5.6...128.95
200-500mm F5-6.3..758.95
10-24mm F3.5-4.5....458.99

10-24mm F3.5-4.5...429.95

70-300mm F4-5.6 329.95

50/2.8 HM Super Angulon.........................................3498.99
90/4.0 HM Makro-Symmar.......................................3198.99
120/5.6 HM Aspheric Apo-Digitar...........................4698.99

NEW SCHNEIDER PC TS LENSES

   KENKO TELECONVERTER
1.4x..99.95    1.5x..84.95    2X..129.95    3X..219.95

LENSES FOR MOST MANUAL
& AUTOFOCUS AF CAMERAS

24mm F2.8.............79.95    135mm F3.5..........29.95
28mm F2.8.............49.95    135mm F2.8..........49.95
35mm F2.8.............39.95 200mm F3.5..........79.95
50mm F1.8.............69.95 300mm F5.6..........99.95
50mm F1.4...........189.95 400mm F6.3..........99.95

100mm F3.5.........119.95
500mm F8.............99.95

500mm 1000mm combination.........................129.95
19-35mm F3.5-4.5....149.95 28-80mm F3.5-5.6...79.95
28-105mm Zoom...99.95     28-210mm F3.5-5.6...99.95
28-300mm F4-6.3..169.95 35-105mm Zoom.....119.95
70-210mm Zoom...79.95     75-150mm F3.5.......49.95

100-300mm F5.6-6.7....99.95 100-500mm F5.6-8...395.95

1000-4000mm zoom.........................................349.95
1.4X Teleconverter..............................................99.95
2X Teleconverter......29.95        3X Converter...69.95
1.5X Teleconverter...69.95        1.7X.Converter..99.95

75-300mm F4.5 Macro Zoom Lens..................89.95

8mm F3.5.............199.99   14mm F2.8..........349.99

85mm F1.4...........308.95
500mm F6.3........124.95 

800mm F8............219.95 1000mm F11.......799.95

650-1300mm F8 Long Zoom Lens...................249.95

0.42X Fisheye Lens............................................39.95
0.45X Wide Angle Lens.....................................39.95

We Offer MORE THAN 1,000 DIFFERENT 

LENSES at LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!!!
Canon,  Cosina,  Nikon,  Pentax,  Olympus,  Leica,  Sony,  Minolta,  
Vivitar,  Schneider,  Mamiya,  Hasselblad,  Rodenstock,  Zeiss ,  etc .

LENSES 

SAMYANG/ROKINON/BOWER

500mm F8...99.99
7.5mm F3.5...299.00 

85mm F1.4…299.0035mm F1.4…499.00
14mm  F2.8…399.00 8mm F3.5…299.00  

500mm mirror..119.99 500mm F6.3..159.99 800mm F8...219.99

650-1300mm f8-16 Zoom Lens....279.99
24mm F1.4...$699.00 24mm F3.5  Tilt and Shift…..999.00

FILTERS 

CINE LENSES
8mm T3.8...329.00 14mm...T3.1...449.00   24mm T1.5 749.00

3.5mm T1.5...549.00 85mm...T1.5...349.00

150-600mm F56.3 for $999.99

* Large selsctions of new 
and used Rollei and Rolleiflex
cameras,lenses and accessories

 at discount prices!!!!!

CALL William 1-800-221-2253

Rollei  & Rolleiflex 
Headquaters

Special Prices on
Rollei 6000 Series

Special Prices on 
Rollei 6000 Series

4, 4s, 5 & 5S & Samsung Galaxy S4 as well as the 
iPad2, iPad Mini, Mini Retina & iPad Air too.

$229

High ResolutionTop Quality Lenese

Wide Angle Lens
2X Telephoto Lens

All for

Macro Lens

for the iPhone  
& Samsung Galaxy
includes the iPhone

NEW   POLAROID INSTANT 

DIGITAL CAMERA

       Print your pictures 148.99

Large selections of NEW & 

USED LEICA cameras, lenses, 

filters and accessories at low discount 

prices ASK for Joseph

LEIC HEADQUARTERS!!!

VIVITAR
NEW SERIES 1 LENSES 

7mm F3.5…..324.95  13mm F2.8…409.95 

35mm F1.4…499.95 85mm F1.4…199.99
500mm F8….99.99 500mm F6.3. .124.99

650-1300mm F8-16 
Zoom Lens...239.99
800mm F8...189.00

NEW FLASHES

16M…………19.95  DF 183 AF….44.95 
DF 283 AF…89.95 285HV……...87.00
DF 293 AF…89.95 DF 383 AF…124.95
385 HV.. . . . . . . .149.95 DF 483 AF…159.95

8mm F3.8....189.00

                  LARGE SELECTIONS OF NEW AND USED

             CLASSIC CAMERAS     
LENSES AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!

Agfa, Alpa, Ansco, Arca-Swiss, Bolex, Bronica, Canon, Contax, Contarex, Edixa,

 Exa, Exakta, Fuji, Fujica, Gami, Hasselblad, Kodak, Konica, Kowa, Leica, Leitz, Linhof, 

Mamiya, Mercury, Minolta, Minox, Miranda, Nikon, Nikonos, Olympus, Pentacon, Pentax, 

Petri, Plaubel, Polaroid, Praktica, Praktina, Retina, Revere, Ricoh, Robot, Rollei, Rolleiflex, 

Sea & Sea, Stereo Realist, Tessina, Topcon, Toyo, Voigtlander, Wollensak, Yashica, Zeiss, Etc.

EXPOSURE LIGHT METERS 
Cambron, Gossen, Kenko, Sekonic, Minolta, Pentax,
Polaris, Shepard, Soligor, Spectra, Wein, Etc. - CALL

FLASHES Ansmann, BRNO, Canon, 
 

Multiblitz, Nikon, Novacon, Norman,Novatron, 

Sunpak, Sony, Vivitar, Etc. CALL
Olympus, Pentax, Photogenic, Quantum, Sigma, 
Stroboframe,Stratos,  Smithvictor,

Metz, Minolta,     Cambron, Elinchrome, Gary Fong,

    PROJECTORS & VIEWERS
Braun, Canon, Epson, GEPE, Kodak Carousel &
   Ektagraphic,Kaiser, Panasonic, Optoma, Sanyo, 
Sharp, Telex, Da-Lite Screens, 
Slide Mounts,Vue-all Etc.  

 CALL
  DARKROOM/ ENLARGERS
Beseler, Durst, Fujimoto, KAISER, LPL, 

Omega, Etc. Enlarging Lenses & Darkroom 

Accessories. Large selection of papers available

(Kodak, Ilford, Fuji, Forte, Etc.) CALL
LARGE & MEDIUM FORMAT

Alpa, Arca Swiss, Bronica, Contax, Fuji, Cambron, 

Hasselblad, Linhof, Kiev, Mamiya,

Pentax 645D Digital Camera, Rollei, 

Rolleiflex, Toyo, Wista, Yashica, Etc.  CALL
TRIPODS 

Arca Swiss, Bogen, Cambron, Cullman, Berlebach, 
Giottos, Davis & Sanford, Gitzo, Impact, Linhof,  
Manfrotto, Slik, Sunpak, Tiltall, 

Vanguard, Velbon,  Etc. - CALL
FILM (ALL SIZES)

Kodak, Ilford, Fuji, Polaroid, AGFA, Etc. CALL
CASES & GADGET BAGS
Billingham, BobLBee, Domke, Lowepro, 

Pelican, Rimowa, Tamrac, 

Tenba, Zero Halliburton  CALL

NOVOFLEX 
Adapters Lenses
Accessories..................CALL

NEW DIGITAL & FILM CAMERAS
LENSES, FLASHES, SCREENS

PAPER AND ACCESSORIES
Canon, Casio, Fuji, Hasselblad, Kodak, Leica, Mamiya, Nikon, Olympus, 
Panasonic, Pentax, Polaroid, Samsung, Sanyo, Sigma, Sony, Vivitar, Etc -    

Delkin, Kington, Lexar, SanDisk, Nikon 

Fuji, Olympus, Sony, Panasonic, Etc............CALLMemory Cards 
Large selection of BATTERIES available at discount prices....CALL

Canon rebel 2000......89.99    

Canon rebel XT.....299.99

Kodak Retina IIIc...99.95

Maxxum 7000.........49.95

Maxxum 9000.........69.95

Nikon N90..............99.99

Nikonos V.............179.99

Topcon super RE…249.99

Voigtlander Bessa...599.99

Voigtlander Bessamatic...129.99

Yashica FX3............69.99

Exakta VX..............99.99

Hasselblad 500C..149.99

Bronica S2A, EC...... Call

Bronica ETR...........99.95

Minolta XTi............59.95

Maxxum 5D..........199.95

Canon F1...............119.99 

Contax G2.............699.99

Contax RTS III........699.99

Mamiya RB67.......199.99 

Leica IF.................499.99

Nikon F3...............129.99

Nikon F5...............349.99

Nikon D200..........499.99

Olympus OM1........99.99

Pentax K1000..........99.99

Pentax 645.............249.99

Rolleicord V..........149.99

Zeiss Contarex.........299.99

Fuji S5 digital.......599.95

Canon A2E .............79.99

Canon Elan.....49.99

Leica IIIF...............299.99

Leica R3................199.99

Nikkormat FTN.......99.95 

Nikon F...................99.99

Nikon FA..............169.99     

Canon 5D……….....999.00

Canon 40D……….299.00

Contax Aria………299.95

Exakta 66………....999.99

Leica M6……...…..999.99

Minolta SRT 101…..69.95

Bronica GSI...............399.50

Bronica SQ camera.....199.99

Canon VT....................299.99

Contax N1…...........…349.99

Exakta RTL................149.99

Exakta VX 1000......…129.50

Hasselblad 503CW.....499.95

Leica M3.....................499.99

Minolta X700................99.99

Maxxum HTsi..….........69.99

Maxxum 7D................299.99

Nikon FM10...............129.99

Nikon D40..................199.99

Nikon N55....................66.99

Olympus OM4............179.99

Pentax LX...................299.99

Rollei 35M..................119.99

Rolleiflex F3.5............499.99

Zeiss Icarex................149.99

Canon Elan....................69.99

Maxxum 5000...............39.95

Maxxum 700I.............119.95

Nikon N8008................79.95

Nikonos II.....................79.95

Topcon UNI..................79.95

Vitomatic II..................99.95

Yashica FR1..................69.95

Vittesa......................99.95

Canon XTi .................399.99

Retina Reflex ................99.99

Canon 1V....................499.99

Canon 1X......................69.99

Fuji Digital S3…...….299.95

Leica IIIG....................699.99

Nikkormat FT2...........119.94

Leica R8......................749.99

Nikon F2.....................119.99

Nikon F100.................199.99

Nikon 35TI…….…....369.50
Nikon FM 3A……….399.00
Nikon F4…………….299.00
Nikon D300……........699.00
Nikon D200…….…...499.00
Olympus E-520…..…249.00

Mamiya 110mm RZ lens...229.99

Pentax 120mm 645macro..399.99

Pentax 80-160mm645zoom.229.99

We have more than 30,000 Used items. Email us your Wish Listat 
sales@cambridgeworld.com or CALL 1-800-221-2253 and we will 
assist you and SAVE you $$$$$$. No item is too small or large. 

Listing is very partial.

USED DEPARTMENT

Olympus XA........79.99

Minolta 160.......69.99

Minolta 70........49.99

Canon 120.........79.99

Canon 105.........49.99

Leica minilux.....199.99

Contax T2.........199.99

Yashica T4.........99.99

Nikon lite touch...49.99

Konica 120.........49.99

Nikonos II.........99.99

Olympus 140........49.99

Pentax 115.........59.99

Minox GT...........199.99

Rollei 35..........129.99

Canon rebel X.......49.99

Minota 7000.........39.99

Petri V.............79.99

Exa.................69.99

Praktica TL.........69.99

Ricoh XRP...........99.99

Canon canonet.......49.99

Canon dial..........49.99

Canon P............239.99

Hasselblad x-pan...999.99

Mamiya 500 DTL......79.99

Leica c-lux.........299.99

Leica C1........... 199.99

Mamiya 7............699.99

Mamiya 645E.........199.99

Mamiya C220..........99.99

Yashicamat..........129.99

Minolta 70...........59.99

Minolta 9Xi..........149.99

Kodak C800............49.99

Samsung 170...........69.99

Pentax auto 110.......69.99

Nikon F100............169.99

Olympus IS.............79.99

Miranda FV.............99.99

Pentax PZ1.............109.99

Contax IIa.............139.99

Contarex...............249.99

Nikon 35Ti.............299.50

Nikon 28Ti.............349.95

Canon 24mm F1.4 ........989.00

Canon 50mm F1.4 ..........79.50

Canon 85mm F1.2 .....1,299.00

Canon 300mm F2.8 ...2,199.00

Canon 16-35mm F2.8 ...889.00

Canon 24-105mm F4 ....789.00

Canon 28-300mm F3.5 ...1,299

Canon 70-200mm F2.8 ...1,199

Canon 100-400mm F4.5  ....1,199

Canon 430EX ...............129.00

Canon 580EX................269.00

Canon 24-70mm F2.8 ...899.95

50mm F1.4 Zeiss Planar...209.00

80-200mm F4 sonnar.....199.00

Hasselblad 150mm F4 ..299.00

Leica 35mm F2 Summicron M...899

Leica 50mm F2 Summicron M...399

Leica 135mm F4.5 Hektor Screw..129

Leica 50mm F2 Summicron R..349.50

Mamiya 55mm F2.8 ........99.00

Mamiya 180mm F4.5....149.00

Minolta 50mm F1.7.........19.00

Minolta 80-200mm F4.5..69.00

Minolta 5400HS...............79.00

Maxxum 50mm F1.7 .......69.95

Nikon 50mm F1.4............69.00

Nikon 18-200mm F3.5..349.00

Nikon 80-200mm F2.8 ......399

Nikon SB600 ................269.00

Nikon SB900 ................349.00

Olympus 50mm F1.8 Zuiko...39.00

Olympus 70-210mm F4.5.......99.00

Olympus 50mm F1.4.......99.95

Panasonic 14-50mm F2.8....479.00

Pentax 28-80mm F3.5.....39.00

Pentax 35-80mm F4........44.00

Sigma 70mm F2.8.........379.00

Sony 16-80mm F3.5......499.00

Sony 55-200mm F4.........99.00

Vivitar 500mm F8 ..........69.00

Vivitar 283 Flash..................29.95

2X Teleconverter Extended Lens..29.95

3X Teleconverter Extended Lens..39.95

OF  THE  MONTH
SPECIALS

FRESH COLOR & B&W 

INSTANT FILM  for 

POLAROID SX70 &

POLAROID 600 SERIES 

CAMERAS $24.99 PER BOX

INSTRUCTION MANUALS/BOOKS
WE DO HAVE MORE THAN 
5000 INSTRUCTION BOOKS 
IN STOCK  CALL US AT
 1-800-221-2253 AND ASK 
FOR PAUL OR EMAIL US AT

SALES@CAMBRIDGEWORLD.COM 

TELESCOPES, RIFLESCOPES,

CALL

We offer one of the Largest selections of BINOCULARS, 

TELESCOPES, RANGEFINDERS AND RIFLESCOPES 

at LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!!! We also offer you more 

than 500 DIFFERENT BINOCULARS!!!!!!! 

BUSHNELL, BAUSCH&LOMB, 

CAMBRON, CANON, CARSON,

CELESTRON, DOCTER, FUJI, FUJINON, 

JASON, KOWA, LEITZ, LEICA, LEOPOLD, MEOPTA, 

MINOLTA, MINOX, OLYMPUS, PENTAX, SAMSUNG,  

SPALDING, STEINER, SWIFT, TASCO, VANGUARD, 

VIVITAR, VIXEN,  VORTEX, WEENS & PLATH, ZEISS, 

   
FOR YOUR SPECIAL PRICE

BINOCULARS
RANGEFINDERS

WE WILL BEAT AND MEET DISCOUNT PRICES!
CALL OR EMAIL  US AND WE WILL SAVE YOU $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$”

New, Used, Refurbished, Preowned Collectables At Discounted Prices
We Buy, Trade, Export, Import Anything Photographic, Online Sales & Wholesale

5050
Years of 

Experience

TESTIMONIAL OF THE MONTH

See more testimonials on our website.

Happy with the quality, 
speed of shipping and the price!
Cheryl A. Terry Hope Valley, RI

email: Sales@CambridgeWorld.com

LENSES 

NEW DIGITAL & FILM CAMERASNEW DIGITAL & FILM CAMERASNEW DIGITAL & FILM CAMERAS

USED DEPARTMENT

New, Used, Refurbished, Preowned Collectables At Discounted Prices

Slide Mounts,Vue-all Etc.

Canon, Casio, Fuji, Hasselblad, Kodak, Leica, Mamiya, Nikon, Olympus, 

Slide Mounts,Vue-all Etc.

Canon, Casio, Fuji, Hasselblad, Kodak, Leica, Mamiya, Nikon, Olympus, 
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8 ESSENTIAL TOOLS FOR 
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY
HERE’S THE GEAR YOU SHOULD HAVE IN YOUR FIELD BAG  By Josh Miller
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steady, five-pound Gitzo carbon-fiber 

tripod that is rated for close to 50 pounds.

2. BALL HEAD & L-BRACKET

To complete the package, a good tripod 

needs to be mounted with a high-quality 

Arca-Swiss-style ball head like those 

made by Really Right Stuff and Kirk 

Enterprises. As with your tripod, choose 

a head that is rated for more than your 

heaviest lens/camera combo. This helps 

reduce vibrations from wind or shutter 

shock. Tired of framing up a shot only to 

have your camera sag slightly when you 

take your hands off to shoot? When you 

are choosing your ball head invest in the 

Arca-Swiss clamp system and your camera 

will never sag again, and don’t skimp on 

the camera L-bracket. A good L-bracket 

allows you to shoot vertically just as easily 

as horizontally, and as a result increase 

your successful take-home rate.

WHILE NOTHING BEATS PRACTICE and time spent in the field waiting for perfect light, 

there are a few essential tools that should be found in every landscape photographer’s 

bag. These photo accessories might not be as exciting as that new camera we all dream of, 

but they will help you take your photography to the next level much quicker than upping 

your megapixel count.

1. SOLID TRIPOD

Hands down this is the most important 

tool of a successful landscape 

photographer. While not as much fun as 

a new lens or a new camera, upgrading 

your tripod is the quickest way to improve 

image quality. When I was first starting, 

my mentor told me that “you can always 

tell how serious someone is about their 

photography by the size of their tripod.” 

Times have changed and many people are 

using smaller cameras and carbon fiber, 

which has helped reduce the weight of 

big tripods, but his rule still holds true. If 

you want to make tack-sharp landscape 

images, then you need a tripod that is rock 

solid and built for more weight than your 

biggest lens and camera. This overkill 

mentality helps reduce the effects of wind 

and other vibrations through the system. 

Choose a tripod that is eye level without its 

center column extended (even better, get 

one without a center column); not only will 

this increase stability but it will also save 

your back from bending over all day to look 

through the camera.

As a backcountry photographer I 

regularly break my own rule in order to 

save weight when I am hiking or skiing, 

but my success rate is reduced as a result. 

Anytime weight isn’t the primary issue, 

you will find me working with my super 

This image of the Palisades in the High Sierra was made using my Nikkor 16-35mm lens and my lightweight backpacking tripod. I locked the mirror up and 
used my cable release in order to trigger the camera between gusts of wind, trying to catch the exact moment when the reflection was at its best.
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When looking at a tripod, ball head, 

and mounting plate, it is easy to spend a 

lot of money really quickly. But remember 

when you invest in equipment at this level 

you are making a lifetime investment. I 

personally have been using my Kirk head 

and Gitzo tripod for more than 10 years 

and they still have plenty of life left. How 

many cheap and frustrating tripods would 

I have broken during those 10 years?

3. CABLE RELEASE

Now that you have that solid camera 

support system, it’s time to get your hands 

off the camera. When shooting longer 

landscape exposures, touching your 

camera will cause vibrations that can blur 

images. Unless you are using a mirrorless 

camera you will also want to lock your 

mirror up prior to the shutter opening 

to help further reduce vibrations. Many 

cameras now allow you to use the self-

timer to create a delay between pushing the 

trigger button and the photo actually being 

made, but this removes your ability to 

time your shots. The easiest way to reduce 

vibrations while still maintaining control 

over when the shutter actually fires is by 

using a cable release/shutter remote. These 

come in a wide range of wired and infrared 

versions; just make sure whatever style you 

choose that you pack an extra so when you 

lose the first one it doesn’t end your trip.

4. GRADUATED NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTER

In the days of High Dynamic Range (HDR) 

it may come as a surprise to you that I 

still carry two Graduated Neutral Density 

(GND) filters. Depending on the situation, 

I might also shoot bracketed frames for 

HDR, but many times a GND filter is 

quicker and easier. If the shot is really 

special, I may end up shooting with a GND 

filter and bracket for HDR so I have as 

many post-processing options as possible 

when I get back to the studio. There are 

also times HDR is just not possible, such as 

with quick-moving subjects. Many times 

I use my three-stop hard or soft-edged 

filters in conjunction with a little dodging 

and burning in Lightroom to bring a shot 

together that wouldn’t have worked using 

bracketed frames.

5. CIRCULAR POLARIZER FILTER

The circular polarizer is the one filter I 

never leave home without. There is no 

amount of Photoshop trickery that can 

replace a good polarizer’s ability to reduce 

reflections in the water and make skies 

pop. In addition to its more common 

uses for skies and water, perhaps the 

polarizer’s most useful attribute is its 

ability to reduce reflections off of wet 

leaves. Often new photographers don’t 

think about pulling out their polarizers 

in these situations, but have you ever 

wondered why someone else’s photo has 

such rich lush leaves while yours look flat? 

Quick tip: Buy a quality circular polarizer 

for your largest diameter lens, then buy 

inexpensive step-up rings to make the 

threads on your smaller lenses match the 

size of your new filter.

6. VARIABLE NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTER

This is a newer one to the photographer’s 

tool kit, but worth its weight in gold if you 

are shooting flowing water. Traditionally, 

a landscape photographer might carry 

several different neutral density filters 

of different strengths to reduce the 

amount of light reaching the camera, thus 

allowing for long exposures that create 

more dramatic blurred water. Over the last 

few years the need to carry several filters 

has been replaced with a single variable 

version that allows the photographer to 

simply rotate the filter to achieve the 

desired darkening effect. As a result, 

photographers are able to quickly adjust 

their long exposures and vary their shutter 

speeds accordingly.

This image from Carson Pass was shot using my lightweight backpacking tripod. This allowed me to 
hike several miles into the backcountry in the late afternoon in time to catch the sunset. Knowing the 
image was a winner, not only did I use my GND filter to hold back the exposure in the bright sky, but I 
also bracketed different exposures for HDR so I had as many choices as possible in postproduction.

To create this image from the Yosemite backcountry I waited for the scene to fall into full shade. Then 
using my lightweight backpacking tripod and a variable neutral density filter, I was able to shoot a very 
slow shutter speed, which gave me a nice water blur.
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7. WIDE-ANGLE ZOOM

Wide angle? How can you call yourself a 

landscape photographer without a good 

wide-angle lens? All joking aside, the vast 

majority of all landscape images we see 

published were created with focal lengths 

in the 16-35mm range. So after upgrading 

Being closer to the car allowed me to carry my bigger, taller heavy tripod while shooting this sunrise 
image. I locked up my mirror to reduce vibrations and used a telephoto zoom to isolate the subject 
against the Sierras as the moon was setting at dawn.

your support system it stands to reason 

that it is time to upgrade your wide-angle 

lens. Personally, I have found that while 

primes are slightly sharper, I prefer a wide 

zoom for its convenience versus carrying 

multiple primes to fill the same range. 

Once stopped down to landscape apertures 

This image was shot while leading a birding trip to a wildlife refuge in 
California’s Central Valley. While I always talk about slow shutter speeds, 
tripods, and cable releases, the truth is that being in the right place at the 
right time and being ready counts for more than all of that combined. I shot 
this image handheld out of my truck window using a telephoto with a fast 
shutter speed.

This waterfall in Costa Rica has an unusually high mineral content that gives 
it its unique blue color. I used my circular polarizer to help cut the reflection 
from the wet green leaves and water to give the image more “pop.”

like f/8 to f/16, today’s quality zooms are 

every bit as sharp as a prime lens. I use the 

AF-S Nikkor 16-35mm f/4G ED VR as it 

gives me a nice range and is super sharp, 

but any lens in this range will do the trick.

8. TELEPHOTO ZOOM

After a good wide-angle zoom comes 

a good telephoto zoom. While most 

photographers will end up using the wide-

angle zoom more, the ability of a telephoto 

to isolate small parts of a scene make it a 

close second in popularity. For landscape 

photography, speed isn’t an issue, so skip 

the 70-200mm f/2.8 models and look at 

the cheaper and lighter 70-200mm f/4 

models instead. If you plan on shooting 

wildlife, you may also want to look at the 

80-400mm or 100-400mm range, which 

while larger than the 70-200mm f/4, they 

offer a much larger focal range and more 

subject isolating power. n

Josh Miller’s images have been featured in 

publications throughout the world and his 

work is represented by Aurora Photos. To find 

out more about his work and his workshops, 

including his upcoming Bald Eagle workshop, 

follow Miller on Facebook or Instagram  

@joshmillerphotography or visit his website 

at joshmillerphotography.com.



Leica M ( Type 262) 
Cat # 10947 New USA $5195

Leica Q Type 116 24MP Full 
Frame Camera with Leica 

28/1.7 Summilux Asph. Lens 
New USA Cat # 19000 $4250

Leica S (Typ 007) 37.5MP 
Medium Format DSLR Camera 

New $16,900

Leica T Silver camera # 18181 & 
Leica 18-56mm Zoom Lens # 

11080 Mint Set $2499

Sport Optics (USA Dealer)
Leica SL (typ 601) 24MP 

DSLR Camera New $7450
LEICA M MONOCHROM Type 

246 Cat #10930 24MP Camera  

Leica S (Type 006) S 37.5 MP 
Camera Mint- $8999

Rollei 2,8F Aurum Gold TLR 
camera Mint/ LN Call

Ebony SV45U2 4x5 Large 
Format Field Film Camera 

Mint-Call

Leica M (In Stock) Call Us Or Check Our Web Site
Leica M2 Black Paint. Ex++            Call
Leica M3 DS & SS Ex++     In Stock
Leica M4 Black Paint w.35mm Lens           Call
Leica M5/M6/M7      In Stock
Leica Q Mint            Call 
Leica MP Type 240 Mint       $5299
Leica Monochrome Ex+/Ex+++                   $3499 / $4199
Leica 28/1,4 Summilux-M ASPH.#11668 N                $5995  
Leica 28/2 Summicron-M Asph. 6 Bit M                   $2499

Leica M 
21mm / 28mm / 35mm / 50mm / 75mm / 90mm / 135mm 
Used Lenses      In Stock
Leica 28/2,8 Elmarit-M                                    $899 / $1299
Leica 35/1,4 Summilux-M Asph                     $2699 / $3299
Leica 50/2 Summicron-M                  $695 / $1595
Leica 50/1,0 Noctilux-M              $4999 / $6999
Leica 50/1,4 Summilux-M               $1499 / $2699
Leica 75/1,4 Summilux-M              $3599 / $3999
Leica 75/2 Summicron-M Asph.                    $2299 / $2699
Leica 90/4 Macro Set w.Finder & Macro Adapt 
W.box Mint         $2699 
Leica 135mm M lenses    In Stock !
Black Paint Original Lenses   Wanted!! 
Leica M Lenses    Wanted!! 

Call: 1-888-534-2272 Please Call For Big $$$$$$$
 

Leica SLR
21-35/3,5-4 Vario-Elmar-R ROM w.Box M/LN-            Call
28-90/2,8-4,5  Vario-Elmarit-R box Ex++/LN-           Call 
IN STOCK: 24/2,8 Elmarit-R, 28/2,8 Elmarit-, 35/1,4 
Summilux-R, 50/1,4 Summilux-R, 60/2,8 Macro-Elmarit-R,

MedIum Format 

Rollei 2,8F Aurum gold New ! 6008i & TLR 3,5F &

Rollei 2,8 in & SLX                       In Stock

Hasselblad- 503Cx ,500CM, 500C, SW, SWC, 2000FC 

Set 40mm, 50mm, 60mm, 110mm, 20mm, 150mm, 

250mm, 350mm, 350mm CFE, 500/8 Tele-Apo         Call 

H2 Kit w.70mm H-lenses: 50/3,5; 210/4mm w.box   M-. Call 

More Hasselblad Items                     In Stock 

Alpa, Canon & Nikon Rangefinder, Contarex, Zeiss. 

Contarex                         In Stock

         

Nikon & Canon Digital SLR in stock 

(USA DEALER)

Nikon & Canon Rangefinder Cameras & Lenses 

Nikon S3 black w.50/1,4mm lens Ltd ed .LN-         Call

28/2,8 PC, 35/1,4 AI, 35/3,5 PC, 58/1,2 Noct. Nikkor. 

Zeiss: 21/2,8 ZF, 28/2 ZF, 35/2 ZF, 50/2 Makro ZF, 85/1,4 

Otus ZF, 100/2,8 Maro ZF . Nikon 14/2,8 AF, 20/2,8 AF, 

24/2,8 AF, 28/2,8 AF, 28/1,4 AF, 35/2 AF, 50/1,4 AF, 

50/1,4 AFS, 60/2,8 AFS, 85/1,8 AF, 105/2,8 AF, 105/2,8 

AFS  VR, 135/2 AF DC, 180/2.8 AF ED, 200/4 Micro AF, 

300/4 AF ED, 14-24/2,8 AFs, 17-35/2,8 AFS, 17-55/2,8 

AFS, 20-35/2,8 AF, 24-70/2,8 AF, 24-120mm AF, 28-

70/2,8 AFS, 28-70mm Angenieux, Zeiss F Lenses In Stock

Nikon F/F2/F3/F4/F4s/F5/F100

Return Policy: 15-day return privilege. 90-day limited warranty on used items. 
Trade: Top prices paid within 24 hours. / Ask about our consignment rate.

80/1,4 Summilux-R, 90/2 Apo-Summicron-R, 90/2 

Summicron-R M, 90/28 Elmarit-R w/Box Mint

Ex+,100/2,8 Apo Elmarit With 1:1 Adapt. & Sta1 Ex++      

Call 100/2,8 Apo Elmarit-R Ex++/ Mint- 135/2,8 Elmarit-, 

180/2,8 Elmarit-R, 180/4 Elmar-R w.Box Ex+           Call 

250/4 Telyt-R  Ex++/M- , 280/4 Apo Telyt.,.400/6,8 Telyt 

Ex++/M, 500/8 MR Lens w.Case, Filters,35-70/3,5 Vario-

Elmar-R E67 German, 75-200mm & 80-200, 70-210/4 

Vario-Elmar-R ,1,4X Apo , 2x  Apo & 2 x Extenders 

R9 Camera w.Winder  M-         $1099 

R8 Black  or Silver Ex+/Mint                   $499 / $799 

R7 Ex++/ M                     $449 / $595

R6 Ex+/ Ex.                   $499 /$699 

R3 / R4 / R4s                     $195 / $399

RE / R5                      $399 / $599 

Contax

RTs/RTs III. ST, AX, Tvs, T2, T, T3, T4, G1, G2 

SLR lenses in stock: 15 / 16 / 18 / 25 / 28 / 35 / 45 / 50 / 60mm

85/1,4mm/85/1,2mm/100mm/135mm/180mm/200mm/ 

300mm / 500mm / 28-85mm / 70-200mm / 100-300mm / 80-200mm 

G2 black and titanium cameras with All G lenses. CALL !!  

Screw Mount

Leica Copies/Canon & Nikon SM Cameras & Lenses In Stock

IA/ Ig/ Ic / If / Std blk /II-D/ IIIg/ IIIc / IIIf / IIIa / IIIb           

II / III / IIIa / IIIb / SM lenses 21mm to 500mm    In Stock

Visoflex I, II, III & Access    In Stock

WWW.CLASSICCONNECTION.COM  /  WWW.LEICASAM.COM

TRADE OR SELL US YOUR USED CAMERA GEAR
WE WANT YOUR USED / CURRENT & VINTAGE LEICA M & R LEICA GEAR!

WE BUY & SELL WATCHES! 

CALL SAM 1-888-534-2272+

WE SELL NEW AND USED : 
LEICA, ZEISS,ROLLEI, HASSELBLAD, ALPA, NIKON, CANON, PENTAX, LEICA COPIES, MINOX, FOGG, ROLEX AND MORE!

Toll Free: 1-888-534-2272
1-888-LeicaSam (534-2272)

2 03 - 37 1 - 2 3 52  /  2 03 - 37 1 - 2 3 5 3

2490 Black Rock Turnpike - Suite 420
Fairfield CT 06825 
(By Appointment Only)



PRODUCT PORTFOLIOS

Download Your Free TriaO�
������www.PortraitPro.com

THE FASTEST, EASIEST 
RETOUCHING SOFTWARE 

Download Your Free Trial 

EXTRA 10% OFF

FRGH�/6�������

“I love the ease with which I can use 
your product to render outstanding 
and realistic portrait images.” 

��������John W. Nelson, PortraitPro user
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Stunning Prints

Get 25% off  your fi rst order with Bay Photo Lab!* 

*For instructions on how to redeem this special off er, 

create a free account at bayphoto.com.

Easy Web Ordering!
order.bayphoto.com

NEW!
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ALL OF OUR PHOTOGRAPHY 

SOFTWARE AT 

LESS  THAN HALF PRICE 

“Successful people
   make adjustments.”

 EVANDER HOLYFIELD

 facebook.com/TheRealDealHolyfi eld

Visit AlienSkin.com 

for beautiful examples 

and a free trial.

888-LEICASAM (534-2272)

203·371·2352 / 2353

Toll-Free Fax: 866-639-1542

Fax: 203-880-1521
501 Kings Highway East

Executive Suites

Fairfield CT 06825

(by appointment only)

(USA DEALER)
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Looking for a personalized gift

for almost any occasion?

•�JeadVY�ndjg�dlc�e]didh�

•�9Zh^\c�\gZVi�eZghdcVa^oZY�XdkZgh
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Create your own magazine cover and be a star.

www.myowncover.com

Your Trusted Source for
Photography Backgrounds.

We’re behind your great images.

Superior Specialties
800-666-2545 
Call for your free catalog or visit 
superspec.com

J  Seamless Paper
J��Fire-Retardant Seamless
J��Muslin Backgrounds
J��Twistflex Backgrounds
J��Graduated Backgrounds
J��Vinyl Backgrounds
J��Photo Equipment & Accessories

The leader of tripod 
head design for over 
40 years setting new 
standards for the
ballheads. 
The Z boast new techni-
cal developments and 
optimized materials and 
coatings. 
The size and weight 
have been reduced. 
Patented ARCA-SWISS 
features like gravity 
compensation, PMF 
(progressive motion 
related friction control) 
are only a part of the 
feature list of the best 
ballhead. Incredible as  
the Z can withstand a 
60kg (122lbs) off-axis.
Z-series are available
as version
Z sp single pan 
Z dp double pan

ARCA-SWISS monoball® Z

A    R    C    A
S     W     I     S     S

ARCA-SWISS INC
Phone:   

E-mail: 

480 755-3364

rod.klukas@arca-swiss.com
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Taylor Gray was hiking through woods on a backpacking trip to Huron Peak in Colorado when he saw this 
abandoned cabin. “Everything was in place, and I was pretty much able to take the shot as I first saw it.”
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WIDE EYES
HOW A YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER FINDS NEW ANGLES  
IN HIS LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY By Barry Tanenbaum

BIG DIFFERENCE

Often Gray’s goal is to create original 

images of familiar locations. “That’s the 

challenge,” he says. “I see a scene, it’s 

beautiful, it’s right there, and if there are 

great conditions and great light, I’m going 

to take the picture, but I’m always trying 

to find original, even unconventional 

compositions.”

You can see the results of his efforts in 

his images of the Golden Gate Bridge, an 

irresistible subject that’s not far from his 

home. “There are only so many vantage 

points you can get for a subject like that,” 

he says, “but I believe there’s always 

something different, something original I 

can come up with.”

Focal length is a key factor for him. 

It determines composition, but also 

the mood and feeling of the image. “If 

I zoom out too far, the scene can be 

overwhelming,” he says, “so I’ll use 

the zoom to eliminate elements and to 

direct attention. But if I’m in too close 

I lose something. I’m looking for that 

middle, that sweet spot where it all comes 

together—the overall sense of the scene, 

and also a sense of intimacy.”

There are times when he’ll have the 

shot in mind—“I know exactly what I want 

to get”—but he still might end up with a 

THE PHOTOGRAPHY CRITIC and historian A.D. Coleman once noted that the most 

common mistake many photographers make is thinking that what they’re experiencing 

while making a picture is what’s being captured by the camera.

Taylor Gray doesn’t make that mistake. He has the judgment and technique to create 

images that clearly communicate the emotion he experienced. You know immediately 

what inspired him to make the picture, and he is able to establish a connection that goes 

beyond a viewer’s simple appreciation of an artistic achievement.

“Whenever the fog is low enough to cover just the bottom part of the Golden Gate Bridge, you’ll find 
photographers on every ridge for miles around. I was up there with 15 others when I saw this guy. I 
waited for him to set up so he’d be a great element for scale. The guy was identified by one of my 
Facebook friends and later confirmed that it was indeed him in the photo.”

A one-second exposure taken from Marshall’s 
Beach on the ocean side of the Golden Gate 
Bridge. “A friend and I got to the beach early,” Gray 
says, “but it was overcast and foggy, so we took 
advantage of what we had and took turns 
climbing on the rocks for each other’s 
photographs.”
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Camping at Jackson Lake, Wyoming, Gray got up early for sunrise pictures. “It was super hazy at first, so I set up for a time-lapse sequence, and as it was 
taking place, a sunrise happened.” He added a contrast boost in post-processing.

The Golden Gate and San Francisco. As the sun came up the light reflected off a thin layer of fog over the city. “I actually lowered the color temperature in 
post-processing to cool off the photo a little bit.”



TAYLOR GRAY’S GEAR BAG

Taylor Gray shoots with a Nikon D750 and carries 

an array of lenses for his landscapes. “For a while 

my main wide angle was a Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8,” 

he says. “I got great images with it and used 

it for a majority of my shots.” He’s also used a 

Sigma 24-105mm f/4, a Nikon 80-200mm, and 

a Nikon 35mm f/1.4. He’s recently added a Nikon 

14-24mm wide-angle zoom. “I learned I get the 

sharpest pictures using apertures f/8 to f/11, and 

I mostly stay with those unless I’m shooting 

night photography, when I’ll [open up to] f/4 or 

f/2.8.” Post-processing of his Raw files is handled 

in Lightroom and in Photoshop. In the latter he’ll 

use luminosity masks “to fine-tune certain areas 

of the image for color or contrast, brightness, 

and shadows.”
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result completely different from the one 

he intended. “Sometimes I get unexpected 

things from the weather, the location, or 

just by chance.” And sometimes a cool 

image is a single frame from a time-lapse 

sequence.

“A single photograph at a location 

captures a lot of what I see in the scene,” 

Gray says, “but with time lapse I can 

actually see the small details that happen 

in the scene over a period of time.” At 

their best, time-lapse sequences offer 

discoveries and surprises.

SOCIAL SCENE

Taylor Gray is 17 and a senior in high 

school. He started making photographs 

three years ago when he took his dad’s 

DSLR on a two-week backpacking trip. 

He returned with simple snapshots taken 

in auto mode, but the process of creating 

pictures on the spot and instantly seeing 

the results sparked his interest. He began 

shooting with his mother’s slightly more 

sophisticated DSLR. “I started off in my 

backyard,” he says, “and realized it was a 

lot of fun.”

In the Little Yosemite Valley area of Yosemite National Park. “There was some fog that day, and there’d been a fire in the area a few weeks before, so there 
were a lot of burnt trees. This is one of the images where I had to zoom in and out for a while to find the sweet spot.”

Next came YouTube tutorials, Internet 

articles, websites, blogs, Facebook, and 

Instagram. “I came across this huge 

community of photographers—it was 

amazing to find all these people who 

shared the same passion. We’d link up and 

shoot different locations at sunrise and 

sunset, events in the city or around the Bay 

Area. I learned a lot from them; we did a 

lot different techniques—long-exposure 

photography, night photography, things 

like that.”

Connecting with other photographers, 

getting inspiration and feedback, 

exchanging ideas, techniques, and 

equipment information was the upside of 

social media. The downside…well, Gray 

might call it the well-worn-trail syndrome.

“People imitate what they see others 

doing,” he says, “and they flock to places 

they see others have been. I can go out 

and actually find trails—I call them 

photographer trails, and they’re literally 

the trails left by photographers tramping 

through the bushes to get to a certain place 

"I came across this huge community 
of photographers—it was amazing to 
find all these people who shared the 
same passion."



One of the frames in a time-lapse sequence shot in New Mexico. “The cows were in the middle of the field, but after I set up my tripod they kept getting 
closer and closer. I didn’t see it happen, but the camera captured cows licking the lens. Eventually they all walked by, and at the end you see an empty 
meadow.”

Gibbon Falls in Yellowstone National Park. “Overcast days make for the best lighting for waterfalls and 
forest scenes. I didn’t actually see the tree until I zoomed in with the 80-200mm.” The tree blended a 
bit too much with the waterfall, so in Lightroom Gray raised its color temperature.
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for a certain shot. Someone has told them 

this is the spot for a photo. The tripod 

marks are there in the dirt.”

He knows that’s going to keep 

happening, and while it’s possible people 

will flock to the site of a great photo op to 

capture their own version of an image, he’s 

not convinced that’s the primary motive. 

“It can be mostly a thing like, see the shot, 

go out and try to replicate it. I think it’s 

important to have some creative vision of 

your own; try to come up with your own 

thing. It’s good to have some originality in 

your photography.”

Gray’s currently taking an AP 

“This is the Grand Prismatic Spring in 
Yellowstone,” Gray says. “The sun had just set, so 
the colors were reflecting the blue sky; the white 
area at the top is from the last of the sun’s light 
coming off the horizon. It’s a half-second 
exposure at f/11.”

photography course. “Basically you’re 

assigned different types of photography 

images so you can build a portfolio at the 

end of the year. I’m not learning anything 

new, I’m just practicing my skills.” His 

plans call for college and a major in 

photography and a minor in business; or 

vice versa. “I think the marketing side of 

photography is very important in getting 

yourself out there,” he says. n

You can view a selection of Taylor Gray’s 

photographs, connect to his Facebook, 

Instagram, Vimeo, and 500px pages, and 

order prints of his images at his website, 

taylorgray.photo.
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PHOTOGRAPHING 
YOSEMITE
TIPS FOR CAPTURING ONE OF THE COUNTRY’S MOST 
BELOVED PARKS By Josh Miller

(Editor’s Note: Destination Travel is a new Shutterbug column that offers tips on how to 

capture popular photo destinations. This month, outdoor photographer and workshop leader 

Josh Miller preps you for a photo trek to Yosemite.)

THERE IS NO PLACE ON THE BUCKET LISTS of more landscape photographers than 

California’s Yosemite National Park. Nowhere else in the world can a photographer find 

such a concentration of waterfalls, dramatic rock formations, enormous trees, great 

light, and easy access shooting. Who hasn’t seen amazing shots of El Capitan and Half 

Dome and thought, “I need to shoot there someday.” 

Originally established in 1864 as a 

smaller state park, Yosemite has become the 

crown jewel of the National Park System, 

drawing more than four million visitors 

each year. Yes, this makes for a very busy 

park, but photographers who plan ahead can 

easily find solitude and new compositions 

even during the busiest summer months.

WHEN TO VISIT

Timing your visit to Yosemite is key to 

getting the most out of your trip.

Winter: Many photographers consider 

winter the best time to photograph 

Yosemite. January through March offers 

the chance of fresh snow, dramatic light, 

waterfalls, and fewer crowds. Personally,  

I try to plan a trip every year during March 

when the setting sun shoots up the valley, 

lighting both El Capitan and Bridalveil 

Fall at the same time.

Spring: This is a great time to visit for 

big roaring waterfalls, blooming dogwood, 

and lush green meadows. Plan your visit 

around the full moon and you might even 

have a chance to catch the moonbow on 

Yosemite Falls.

Summer: If there is a time to avoid 

Yosemite Valley, this is it. The crowds are 

huge and the waterfalls have dried up. This 

is a great time to head to the high country 

and explore Tuolumne Meadows.

Fall: The crowds have left and the 

trees start to change. Typically Tioga Pass 

closes with the first major snowstorm, but 

until this happens photographers are able 

to enjoy the valley as well as shoot the high 

country. Motivated photographers might 

even drive over the pass for a chance at 

shooting sunrise at Mono Lake.
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IF YOU GO

Photo gear: A solid tripod is key to shooting sharp images of changing landscape light. Packing 

your gear in a high-quality photo backpack will allow you to lose the crowds and shoot farther 

from the road. Bringing a high-quality mirrorless or DSLR camera with a range of lenses between 

16-200mm+ will allow you to shoot the grand landscape as well as more intimate tight scenes.

Lodging: Booking early is the name of the game, especially in peak season. Most photographers 

stay either in the valley at places like the Yosemite Lodge, or just out of the park in the town of El 

Portal at places like the Yosemite View Lodge. Us cheapskate photographers choose to stay at 

the Pines Campground in the valley. Also don’t forget the classic yet pricey tent cabins in Curry 

Village.

Clothes: The weather in Yosemite Valley has a strange habit of changing quickly, so it is best to 

pack layers that can help you adjust for any conditions. In the winter temperatures can range 

from chilly to subfreezing. Considering parts of the valley never get any direct sun during the 

winter, it is always good to bring warmer clothes than you expect to need. In the summer it is 

typically hot, but thunderstorms have been known to drop hail and lead to hypothermia so always 

bring your rain jacket.

Side trips: While most visitors spend their entire visit just in Yosemite Valley, the truth is the 

valley is only a tiny part of what the park has to offer. Photographers are well served to avoid the 

crowds by exploring the high country in Tuolumne Meadows, or one of several groves of giant 

sequoias in the park. Not only will these locations have fewer visitors, but they offer a wide range 

of new material that fewer photographers have explored. Just remember that Tioga Pass is 

closed during the winter so you can only visit Tuolumne Meadows in the summer and fall.

BEST SPOTS

Tunnel View: Without a doubt the most 

classic location to shoot Yosemite Valley 

is Tunnel View, which is along Highway 41 

as it leaves the valley. You won’t be alone 

but there is plenty of room to set up your 

tripod and park your car. This spot gives 

photographers a grand view that includes 

El Capitan, Half Dome, and Bridalveil Fall. 

Made famous by the Ansel Adams photo 

“Clearing Winter Storm,” it is not only a 

great place to photograph clearing storms, 

but it is one of the best sunset locations 

in the park. You can never go wrong by 

heading up to Tunnel View. Just remember 

to pack a snack and adult beverage to enjoy 

while shooting the sunset.

Cook’s Meadow: Cook’s Meadow is a 

great location any time of day because 

it offers great views on so many classic 

Yosemite landmarks. Nowhere else can 

you shoot Upper and Lower Yosemite 

Falls, dramatic and stark oak trees, 

reflections of Half Dome, and the classic 

elm tree and Half Dome. Cook’s Meadow 

is a great spot to watch a storm break up 

because you can take advantage of any 

storm light that falls on all the dramatic 

features surrounding you. This is also one 

of the locations for the famed Yosemite 

Falls moonbow.

El Capitan Meadow: If you were 

to survey longtime “local” Yosemite 

photographers many of them would say 

that their favorite place to shoot in the 

valley isn’t Tunnel View, or Half Dome, 

but rather El Capitan Meadow. While the 

meadow doesn’t offer any of the “classic” 

Yosemite views, it does offer a unique 

mix of photogenic oaks and pines with 

dramatic backgrounds of El Capitan and 

Cathedral Peak. Most photographers stop 

here for a few quick shots of El Capitan on 

their way to the more “classic” views, but 

most miss the more subtle images that the 

meadow has to offer. If you are willing to 

spend the time, there is something about 

the way the light hits the meadow and 

cliffs surrounding it, especially during a 

clearing storm, that keeps photographers 

who already have the “classic” shots 

coming back for more year after year.

SHOOTING TIPS

Best Light: Yosemite Valley faces toward 

the west so it is typically more of an 

afternoon/sunset location, but great 

photos can be made all day if you read the 

light. Just remember that Half Dome faces 

the setting sun, so if you want the “classic” 

Half Dome shot be ready at dinner time.

Vernal Equinox: Want the best light 

for that amazing shot from Tunnel View? 

Visit the park during the vernal/spring 

equinox in March. While normally the 

setting sun only hits Bridalveil Fall or El 

Capitan, for a few weeks around the spring 

and fall equinox the setting sun shoots 

directly up the valley, hitting both the falls 

and El Capitan. Unfortunately, during the 

fall equinox there usually isn’t much water 

flowing in Bridalveil Creek, so it is better 

to shoot the spring equinox when the falls 

are pumping and the crowds are much 

smaller. Another plus of shooting in March 

is you have a greater chance of getting a 

clearing winter storm to add drama to 

your photos.

Explore during bad light: Without a 

doubt Yosemite is the most photographed 

natural wonder in the world. We have 

all seen thousands of images from the 

standard roadside viewpoints, and while 

as amazing as they are, it is very hard to 

rise above the crowd with something new 

or unique. So once you have captured the 

“classic” image, take advantage of poor 

midday light to explore and look for the 

lesser known but perhaps even better views 

than the ones found along the road. n

Josh Miller’s images have been featured 

in publications throughout the world and 

his work is represented by Aurora Photos. 

To see more, follow Miller on Instagram 

@joshmillerphotography or check out his 

website, joshmillerphotography.com.

"Cook’s Meadow is a great location any time 
of day because it offers great views on so 
many classic Yosemite landmarks."
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A  Apple MacBook Pro
with Retina Display 
#APMBPMGXC2LL
$2,29900

B Profoto B2 250 Air 
TTL To-Go Kit
#PRB2250ATTGK 
$1,99500

C  Nikon AF-S NIKKOR 
300mm f/4E PF ED VR
#NI3004E
$1,99695

D  Oben CT-2491 CF Tripod 
and BC-166 Ball Head
#OBCT2491K2
$66995

E Sony Alpha A7S 
Mirrorless Camera  
#SOA7SB
$2,19800

F Zeiss 135mm f/2 APO 
Sonnar T* ZF.2 Lens
#ZE1352ASZFN
$2,12200

G Litepanels Astra 1x1 
Bi-Color LED Panel
#LIA1X1BC
$1,35000

H   Canon EOS 5DS 
DSLR Camera
#CAE5DS
$3,69900
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with Interface Unit 
#PADMCGH4BK
$2,29795

J 3DR Solo
Quadcopter Drone
(No Gimbal)
#3DRSOLO
$99995

K Nikon D750 DSLR
Camera with
24-120mm Lens 
#NID75024120
$3,39695

L   DJI Inspire 1
Quadcopter 4K Video  
and 3-Axis Gimbal 
#DJINSPIRE1
$2,89900
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ECONOMICAL • PAPER IS CORE WOUND FOR EASY HANGING

VIBRANT & REALISTIC • CONVENIENT 53' X 18' SIZE (1.35m x 5.5m)

Worn Planks

#P-PA5318WRN

Whitewash

#P-PA5318WHW

Gray Pine

#P-PA5318GRP

Pale Washed 

Wood

# P-PA5318PWW

Vintage Floral

#P-PA5318VFL

Weathered Brick

#P-PA5318WBR

White Brick

#P-PA5318WTB

Red Brick

#P-PA5318RBR

Grunge Brick

#P-PA5318GBR

Floating Hearts

#P-PA5318FLH

Rosy Polka Dots

#P-PA5318RPO

Aqua Polka Dots

#P-PA5318APO

Rainbow Sprinkle

#P-PA5318RSP

Party Banners

#P-PA5318PBA

Red & White 

Chevron

#P-PA5318RWC

Gray & White 

Chevron

#P-PA5318GWC

Deep Blue Haze

#P-PA5318BH2

Winter Frost

#P-PA5318WFR

Ivory Glow

#P-PA5318IVG

Celebration Lights

#P-PA5318CBL

Love Burst

#P-PA5318LOB

Gray Floral

#P-PA5318GFL

Congratulations

#P-PA5318CON

Romantic Script

#P-PA5318ROS

PRINTED BACKGROUND PAPER ROLLS

DROP STAND® EASY SET LIGHT STAND

C O N T I N U O U S  P R I N T I N G  F O R  1 8  F E E T

THE DROP STAND® BY SAVAGE features unique auto-collapse and 
extend legs. Simply place the stand on the ground to extend the 
legs for secure use. Pick the stand up, and the legs automatically 
retract to allow for quick and easy repositioning of lighting when 
moving between groups and in tight spaces. 

Features:
• Just set and gently push down to extend legs
• Lift stand to retract legs and reposition
• Reversible ¼”-20 and 3/8” stud adapter
• Air dampened to protect equipment
• Aluminum collars

7' Stand (2.13m) .........DS-007 .............$57.99

9' Stand (2.74m) .........DS-009 .............$86.99

13' Stand (3.96m) .......DS-013 ...........$108.95

Patent # 6,454,228 B1 & 5,934,628

JUST DROP & SHOOT!
No knobs. No hassle. No problem!

THE DROP STAND

extend legs. Simply place the stand on the ground to extend the 
legs for secure use. Pick the stand up, and the legs automatically 
retract to allow for quick and easy repositioning of lighting when 
moving between groups and in tight spaces. 

Light not 

included.

NO MORE 

BENDING 

DOWN 

TO ADJUST 

LEG LOCKS!

www.BandH.com 
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Muslin Backgrounds | Starting at $55 Kits

Collapsible Backgrounds Reversible, Solid & Retro | Starting at $149 Kits

Mat, Mount & Presentation Board

Portable, compact, 
and simple to set up 
and take down, Savage 
Collapsible Backgrounds 
are an ideal choice for 
photographers looking 
for a versatile backdrop 
that easily makes the 
transition from studio to 
location.

TruBlack Presentation Board

A neutral deep board is significantly “blacker” than 
standard presentation board. Other presentation 
board tends to have gray or blue tones. TruBlack 
is made with a solid back core middle and lined on 
both sides with deep black.4ply/40pt thickness.

8" x 10" 200 Qty #414001

11" x 14" 100 Qty #414002

16" x 20" 100 Qty #414004

Prestax® Mounting Board
PresTax® is a superior, pH neutral, pressure sensi-
tive mounting board that requires no tissue, no heat 
and no special equipment, making it simple, fast, and 
economical to use. Peel back the release sheet, po-
sition the artwork or photo, and firmly press down, 
smoothing over the entire surface. 50pt thickness. 

8" x 10" 200 Qty #30050

11" x 14" 100 Qty #30052

16" x 20" 100 Qty #30054

Mat Boards Black/White Cut Size

When you've created a truly amazing image that’s 
worthy of hanging or selling, you’ll want to make sure 
your presentation of the piece is both professional 
and archival. 
Savage Cut Size Mat Board is made from the finest 
cream core pulp and acid-free papers. 4ply/40pt 
thickness.

8" x 10" 200 Qty #15401

11" x 14" 100 Qty #15402

16" x 20" 100 Qty #15404

Royal Tone CB100-KIT
Lakeside CB102-KIT
Monsoon CB104-KIT
Indigo Nights CB106-KIT
Spring Essence CB108-KIT
Earth Tone CB110-KIT
Blk/Wht CB112-KIT
Dark/Lt Gray CB114-KIT
Chroma Grn/Blue CB116-KIT
Cream/Wht CB150-KIT
Lt Pink/Wht CB152-KIT
Lt Blue/Wht CB154-KIT
Lt Green/Wht CB156-KIT
Lt Purple/Wht CB158-KIT
Matador Red/Wht CB160-KIT
Navy Blue/Wht CB162-KIT
Teal/Wht CB164-KIT
Antique Blk RCB200-KIT
Retro Red RCB202-KIT
Retro Blk/Wht RCB204-KIT
Retro Blue RCB206-KIT
Retro Green RCB208-KIT
Retro Purple RCB210-KIT

Savage Vinyl Backgrounds provide an ultra-smooth background and 

have a unique matte finish that eliminates glare.  Vinyl stands up 

extremely well to wear, resists scuffs and is very easy to clean.

All collapsible 

kits include a 

5’ x 6’ back-

ground, carry 

bag and 8’ 

aluminum 

stand.

All Vinyl kits include a 5’ x 12‘ 

Background, and Port-a-Stand 

(10’ 6” wide, 8’ 10” high)

White 62037-0512

Black 62037-2012

Green 62037-4612

Gray 62037-7012

All muslin kits include a 10'x10' or 

10'x12' background, and 10'6" wide 

x 8'10" high, portable Port-a-Stand.

10'x20' Muslin Kits

Venus 62037-2620

Verona 62037-1820

Petra 62037-1020

Olympia 62037-0420

Milano 62037-3020

Bogata 62037-2420

10'x12' Solid Kits

White 01PAS-12

Black 20PAS-12

Green 46PAS-12

Gray 12PAS-12

Blk/Wht 0120PAS-12

Blk/Wht/Gry 011220PAS-12

Blk/Wht/Grn 012046PAS-12

Green Screen Photo & Video Kits | Starting at $65 Software Included! Software Included!

Vinyl Backgrounds | Starting at $87 Kits

All Vinyl kits include a 5’ x 12‘ 

Background, and Port-a-Stand 

(10’ 6” wide, 8’ 10” high)

 62037-0512

 62037-2012

 62037-4612

 62037-7012

012046PAS-12

All muslin kits include a 10'x10' or 

10'x12' background, and 10'6" wide 

x 8'10" high, portable Port-a-Stand.

10'x20' Muslin Kits

62037-2620

62037-1820

62037-1020

62037-0420

62037-3020

62037-2420

10'x12' Solid Kits

01PAS-12

20PAS-12

46PAS-12

12PAS-12

0120PAS-12
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5'x7' V01-0507

8'x10' V01-0810

8'x20' V01-0820

9'x10' V01-0910

9'x20' V01-0920

10'x10' V01-1010

10'x20' V01-1020 M
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5'x7' V20-0507

8'x10' V20-0810

8'x20' V20-0820

9'x10' V20-0910

9'x20' V20-0920

10'x10' V20-1010

10'x20' V20-1020 C
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5'x7' V46-0507

8'x10' V46-0810

8'x20' V46-0820

9'x10' V46-0910

9'x20' V46-0920

10'x10' V46-1010

10'x20' V46-1020 P
u
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e

5'x7' V70-0507

8'x10' V70-0810

8'x20' V70-0820

9'x10' V70-0910

9'x20' V70-0920

10'x10' V70-1010

10'x20' V70-1020

Earth Tone
CB110

Spring Essence
CB108

Indigo Nights
CB106

Monsoon
CB104

Lakeside
CB102

Royal Tone
CB100

Light Blue/White
CB154

Light Pink/White
CB152

Cream/White
CB150

Chroma Grn/Blue
CB116

Dark/Light Gray
CB114

Black/White
CB112

Teal/White
CB164

Navy Blue/White
CB162

Matador Red/Wht
CB160

Light Purple/White
CB158

Light Green/White
CB156

Antique Black
RCB200

Bogata
10'x10' 406024-1010
10'x20' 406024-1020

Milano
10'x10' 406030-1010
10'x20' 406030-1020

Olympia
10'x10' 406004-1010
10'x20' 406030-1020

Petra
10'x10' 406010-1010
10'x20' 406010-1020

Verona
10'x10' 406018-1010
10'x20' 406018-1020

Venus
10'x10' 406026-1010
10'x20' 406026-1020

Black Cream
10'x12' RET0117

Antique Black
10'x12' RET0116

Antique Brown
10'x12' RET0115

Baby Blue
10'x12' RET0114

Retro Pink
10'x12' RET0113

Retro Red
10'x12' RET0112

Dark GrayCranberryBrownForest GreenLight GraySky Blue
10'x12' WD5512
10'x24' WD5524

10'x12' WD5412
10'x24' WD5424

10'x12' WD5312
10'x24' WD5324

10'x12' WD5212
10'x24' WD5224

10'x12' WD5112
10'x24' WD5124

10'x12' WD5012
10'x24' WD5024

Apex Blue
10'x12' CM0612
10'x24' CM0624

Autumn Brown
10'x12' CM0512
10'x24' CM0524

Gray Skies
10'x12' CM0424
10'x24' CM0424

Mocha Bisque
10'x12' CM0312
10'x24' CM0324

Blue Winter
10'x12' CM0212
10'x24' CM0224

Sedona Red
10'x12' CM0112
10'x24' CM0124

Chroma Green
10'x12' SD4612
10'x24' SD4624

Gray
10'x12' SD1212
10'x24' SD1224

Black
10'x12' SD2012
10'x24' SD2024

White
10'x12' SD0112
10'x24' SD0124

Retro Blue
RCB206

Retro Green
RCB208

Retro Purple
RCB210

Retro Red
RCB202

Black/White
RCB204

•  Perfect for 

On-Location 

Photography

•  Sized to 5'x6' & 

Collapses to 26"

• Carry Bag Included

•   Sewn on all sides for ultimate 

durability & superior visual appeal 

• Machine washable • 100% cotton

• Seamless construction • Eeasy to clean

• Durable glare-free, matte finish material

• Moisture-resistant, easily cleaned finish

• Sturdy core prevents wrinkles and sagging
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Photo Creator Kit

• 5'x7' Muslin Green Screen

• 720 Digital Backgrounds

• Green Screen Wizard (PC/Mac)

• Removable hanging hooks

DBSK100

Digital Photography Kit

• 5'x6' Collapsible Green Screen

• 720 Digital Backgrounds

• Green Screen Wizard (PC/Mac)

• 8' Aluminum stand

DPK100

Video Green Screen Suit with 

FREE Sony Movie Software

•  Full-Body Chroma-key Green 

Screen Suit

•  Sony Movie Studio Platinum 12 

software (PC)

Small: VIDSMD Large: VIDSLG

Basic Video Kit

•  10’x12’ Muslin Green Screen 

Background

•  Sony Movie Studio Platinum 12 

software (PC)

VID1012

Premium Video Kit

•  10’x12’ Muslin Green Screen 

Background

•  Sony Movie Studio Platinum 12 

software (PC)

•  Portable Background Stand

VID1024-PAS

www.BandH.com 

RCB206-KIT



SHOPPERS, PHOTO LABS, SERVICE/REPAIR, & EVENTSETC…
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Classic Connection LLC
T H E   P H O T O G R A P H Y  S O U R C E

Sam Shoshan
Medium Format, 35mm

Rangefinders and 35mm SLRs.

TOP PRICES PAID

888-534-2272 or 

203-371-2352/2353
sam@classicconnection.com

1-800-566-9504

C41 and B&W Processing

)LOP�6FDQV�•�3ULQW�6FDQV

3ULQWV�IURP�1HJDWLYHV�	�6OLGHV

&KURPLUD�SULQWV�XS�WR���´�ZLGH

)LQH�$UW�SULQWV�XS�WR���´�ZLGH

3ULQWV�RQ�$OXPLQXP

3ULQWV�RQ�&DQYDV

3ULQWV�RQ�:RRG

3KRWR�:DOO�&OLQJV�

(800) 207-7927
colorservices.com

Since

1976

*FREE QUOTE
ON PHONE OR ONLINE

AlpineCameraUSA.com

National (800) 518-6181  Local (847) 299-6181

686 Lee Street, Des Plaines, IL 60016

TOP $ PAID FOR YOUR DIGITAL AND 

FILM PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

FREE RETURN SHIPPING
If we cannot make the purchase!

*PLUS

bigprintsusa.com
Canvas Prints

Free Shipping
(on orders over $15.00)

Price Includes: Printing on artist
canvas, Mounting on Stretcher
Frame, Boxed and SHIPPED FREE.

www.bigprintsusa.com

www.shutterbug.com

 © Alina Avanesyan

Put Your Photos
on Canvas

11 x 14 
11 x 17 
12 x 16
16 x 20
18 x 24
20 x 30

Gallery Wrap Available

24 x 30
24 x 36
30 x 40
36 x 48 
38 x 60



AUTHORIZED SERVICE
'*-.�t�%*(*5"-�t�-&/4�t�'-"4)
/JLPO�'BDUPSZ�5SBJOFE�BOE�DPNQVUFSJ[FE�GPS�

1SPGFTTJPOBM�DPNQMFUF�FRVJQNFOU�SFQBJS�

Free Estimates, Fast Friendly Service. 

Call us for the Quality Service you deserve!

¨

800-406-2046
"VUIPSJ[FE�1IPUP�4FSWJDF
�����3JWFS�%S��4VJUF����
.PSUPO�(SPWF�*-������
XXX�BVUIPSJ[FEQIPUP�DPN

BALDMTN.COM
Photography On Bald Mountain

Wed/Thurs. 10-5    Fri. 10 to NOON PST

831-423-4465

KEN RUTH

Classic and antique mechanical camera service, dedicated to 

achieving optimal performance for image creation in ALL OLDER 

CAMERAS AND OPTICS INCLUDING ONES YOU NEVER KNEW 

EVEN EXISTED. Precise adjustment and repair when damaged or 

missing parts are history. Fabrication, modification, parts design 

and manufacture. Kodak Medalist 120 conversion. Early focal 

plane shutter reconstruction. View camera shutters cleaned. 

Conservation of finish and fragile materials.

Ship to: PHOTOGRAPHY ON BALD MOUNTAIN
113 Bald Mountain, Davenport, CA 95017

SERVING SHUTTERBUG CUSTOMERS FOR OVER 30 YEARS 

“WHERE PHOTOGRAPHY IS MORE THAN A BUSINESS”

Photography Field Workshops:

Spring in the Great Smoky Mountains, TN�

"QSJM������

Bill & Linda Lane - 804.883.7740
billlindaphoto@mindspring.com
www.LanePhotoWorkshops.com

www.CAMERABOOKS.com
Featuring over 17,500 Titles: 

100’s of DVD’s. Books on 

Cameras; History of Photography; 

How-To, Incl. Digital; Repair 

manuals. 1000’s of ORIGINAL 

instructional manuals. In stock/

ready to ship. WE BUY Camera 

Books and Manuals

Petra Keller’s PH 541-504-7620 

FAX 541-504-7623

Pkell1014@aol.com

LEICA FOR SALE
Dan Black

LEICA and other fine cameras

Buy – Sell – Trade

mrdmblack@gmail.com
Phone: 610-664-7345

CONNECT WITH SHUTTERBUG

F: shutterbugmag  
T: shutterbugmag 

I: shutterbugpix

 © Bernice Guevarra



The widest selection of cameras & photo gear in the industry.

42 W 18th ST., NYC
800-223-2500

Scan here to visit 

ADORAMA.COM

For every shoot, there’s

01. Olympus Pen F

• 20MP Live MOS Sensor

• 50MP High Res Shot Mode

 • 2.36M-dot OLED Electronic Viewfinder

$1,199.00 SKU: IOMPFB

02. Leica Q

• Full-frame 24 MP CMOS Sensor  

• Video recordings in Full HD 

• Integrated Wi-Fi and Leica Q-App 

• Fastest autofocus

$4,250.00 SKU: ILCQ

03. Canon EOS-1DX Mark II

• 20.2 Megapixel full-frame CMOS sensor  

•  4K video up to 60 fps,  

• Built-in GPS  

•Optional Wi-Fi Transmitter WFT-E8A

$5,999.00 SKU: ICA1DXM2

04. Pentax K-1

• 36.4 effective MP 

• High Sensitivity 204,800 ISO 

• 33 Point Auto-Focus System 

• Professional H.264 Full HD video

$1,799.95 SKU: IPXK1

05. Canon 600 EX-RT

• Wireless multiple flash system 

• Redesigned contact construction 

• Improved flash head durability 

• 18 Custom Functions

$549.00 SKU: CA600EXU

06. Canon EF 11-24mm

• L-series ultra-wide zoom lens 

• Super UD element and one UD lens 

• Subwavelength Coating (SWC) 

• Air Sphere Coating (ASC)

$2,999.00 SKU: CA11244

Free Creative Education 

     youtube.com/AdoramaTV

The widest selection of cameras & photo gear in the industry.

42 W 18th ST., NYC

800-223-2500

Scan here to visit Scan here to visit 

ADORAMA.COMADORAMA.COM

For every shoot, there’sFor every shoot, there’s



VIEW THESE ITEMS ON   
ADORAMA.COM FOR CURRENT 

PROMOTIONS & SAVINGS

07. Nikon D5 FX-Format

• 20.8MP FX-format CMOS image sensor 
• 4K Ultra High Definition 
•  12 fps continuous shooting with full AF 

and AE performance

$6,496.95 SKU: INKD5X

08. Nikon SB-5000  

AF Speedlight Flash

• Radio control Advanced Wireless Lighting 
• Flash cooling system 
•  Fully compatible with all current optical 

control Speedlights 

$596.95 SKU: NKSB5000U

09. Nikon D500 DX-Format

• 20.9-megapixel DX-format CMOS sensor 
• Powerful 153-point AF  
• Touch-screen, tilting 8-cm/3.2-in. 
• SnapBridge support 

$1,996.95 SKU: INKD500

10. Sony Alpha a7R II

• Mirrorless Digital Camera 
• 4K movie recording 
• 5-axis in-body image stabilization 
• 2.4-million dot XGA OLED

$3,198.00 SKU: ISOA7R2

11. Fujifilm X-Pro2

• 24.3MP APS-C X-Trans CMOS III Sensor 
• Dust and splash-resistant body 
• Dual memory card slots 
•  Full HD video 1080p at 60fps 

$1,699.95 SKU: IFJXP2

12. Canon EOS 80D

• 24.2 Megapixel (APS-C) CMOS sensor 
• Built-in Wi-Fi  
• Built-in NFC 
• High-speed continuous shooting 

$1,199.00 SKU: ICA80D
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CREATIVITY / FINAL SHOT

EDITOR’S NOTE: Every month we 
will feature an image in Final Shot 
from Shutterbug’s online Galleries 
on Shutterbug.com.

TEARDROP SILHOUETTE
Shutterbug reader Michel Hersen has taken 
several trips through the backcountry of 
Monument Valley in Arizona with Fred Cly, a 
renowned Navajo guide who knows the area like 
the back of his hand. In this photo taken in 
January 2015, Cly graciously agreed to pose for 
this silhouette on the lip of the Teardrop Arch. 
Hersen captured the image with a Nikon D7100, 
a Nikkor 18-200mm zoom lens, and a Hoya 
circular polarizer at 50mm, f/18, 1/25 second, ISO 
100. He also used a Gitzo tripod and an Arca-
Swiss ball head. Post-processing was done in 
Photoshop. To view more of Hersen’s images, visit 
photographybymichel.net.

© Michel Hersen








